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2 CERTIFICATION 

The manufacture, ELBO CONTROLLI i.e., under its own responsibility
 

DECLARES  THAT:

The KHYAN-TW presetters conforms to safety standards where enforceable.

·  2006/42/CE

 harmonized standards EN ISO 12100-1, EN ISO 12100-2

·  2004/108/CE 

 harmonized standards EN61326-1, EN55011 ISM (group 1, class A),

EN61000-3-2, EN61000-3-3, EN61000-4-2, EN61000-4-3, EN61000-4-4,

EN61000-4-5, EN61000-4-6, EN61000-4-11 

· 2006/95/CE 

 harmonized standards EN60950-1, EN60204-1 

as shown in the test reports enclosed to our technical brochure 

MEDA, 03/10/2008 Massimiliano Tasca
General Manager

The relevant information for each specific machine is summarized on the identification plate (illustrated
above) displayed on the left side of the presetter.
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3 DISMANTLING

Information obligations to the users 

DISPOSAL OF WASTE MATERIALS 

INFORMATION FOR PROFESSIONAL USERS

- VALID IN EUROPEAN COMMUNITY ONLY -

According to the 2002/95/CE, 2002/96/CE and 2003/108/CE Directives, relative  to reduction in  the use of
hazardous substances in electrical and electronic apparatus, as well as to disposal of waste materials.

The symbol of a crossed box applied on the apparatus indicates that at the end of its useful life the product must be 
collected separately from other waste materials.

The separate waste collection of the apparatus which has reached the end of its useful life is organized and 
managed by the national dealer. 

The user who desires to get rid of the present apparatus must therefore contact the national dealer and follow the 
given instructions.

Suitable separate waste collection for then sending the cast-off apparatus for recycling, treatment and 
environmentally friendly disposal, contributes towards preventing any possible negative effects on the environment
and on health and encourages the reuse and recycling of the materials the apparatus is made up of. 

Unauthorised disposal of the product by the user will lead to payment of the administrative sanctions in force in the
country where it is put on the market. 
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4 PRESENTATION

First we would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your purchase of Elbo Controlli's KHYAN-
TW Presetter. You will certainly have great satisfaction using the ELBO CONTROLLI KHYAN-TW Tool 
presetter and you’ll increase the profitability of your NC machines.
KHYAN-TW presetters have been manufactured in compliance with ergonomics and simplicity 
principles, and offer outstanding technological solutions. The mechanical systems, electronics and 
software deal with tool measurement and pre-adjustment. The 209 camera vision system, designed by 
ELBO CONTROLLI, is used to collect measurement data both automatically and manually. 
The good value for money and the precision of measurements make KHYAN-TW one of a kind. 

4.1 Features

• Measuring range: diameter max 320 mm (radius 160 mm); height max 500 mm.
• Machine structure is stainless-steel offering high mechanical strength and long life, floor mounted 

with auto-leveling supports in non-deformable steel.
• Base and column made of ground natural granite: linearity max error 2 µm/Mt certification with 

Taylor Hobson ris.1 µm/Mt electronic millesimal level.
• ISO / BT / HSK / CAPTO / VDI / etc. Interchangeable rotating spindle-holder (to be specified) 

max run-out error < 2 µm.
• Double vault arc prismatic slideways: N° 2 X axis slideways; N° 1 Z axis slideways. 
• Double re-circulating ball bearing slides, lubricated for life (3+2) (preloaded slides/slideways: P/H

class).
• Universal mechanical tool clamping, managed via software.
• The clamping system recognize the type of pull-stud and clamps it without having to interchange 

and adjust the clamping collects. The operation is guaranteed for the pull-studs manufactured 
under the production standards. If the pull-stud is not in accordance with the production standards 
it’s needed to verify the proper functioning. Standards pull-studs are those defined by the 
following production standards :

• MAS 403 BT
• DIN 7388-2b
• DIN 69872-A/B
• JBS ½ 
• ISO A-B 7388
• ANSI B 5.50 (CAT)

• Control via software with sensor of empty for the exact position between the tool-holder axis and 
the machine spindle axis, no error of concentricity.

• Pneumatic-mechanical braking of the spindle-holder rotation with radial compensation of the 
clamping force: no axis angular run error.

• Constant load Archimedean spiral spring (as opposed to a mass counter-balance system). 

4.2 Technical Features

Managing electronics with Full-HD 23” colour LCD monitor, to display the images and to manage the 
measurement functions:

• Celeron M® processor on Industrial Main Board architecture;
• Ubuntu® LINUX operating system;
• Mouse and keyboard;
• X and Z block managment with control maximum speed of translation 2mm/sec.

Standard software :
• Tooling sets and Post Processor generator as standard.
• CNC machine origin and adaptor management.
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• Creation of tool lists and/or individual tool, including multiple cutting-edges. 
• Automatic change of CNC machine origin allocation (recalculation of affected offsets).
• Magnetic chip code-holder (Balluff for example, hardware not included).
• Direct measurement, on the screen, for; lengths, angles and circles etc. using the mouse.
• Tool image shooting during the inspection and relevant storage in graphic format.

Main Camera: tool measurement (diascopic) and cutting-edge inspection (episcopic):
• Bi-telecentric lens.
• Doublet lenses at low F/Number in order to eliminate the error of the clearness circle.
• Magnification 26X, digital zoom 2x and 4x available;
• C-MOS sensor 1,3 Mega pixels, USB 2.0 High speed connection;
• Framed image area 10 x 10 mm (3 times bigger than standard values).
• Episcopic illuminator with ring lens and red leds; diascopic illuminator with red, puntiform light

red.
Second Camera: cutting-edge inspection (episcopic) with on screen measurement:
• Bi-telecentric lens.
• opportunity to view the tool from the top (front) or from the side (chest), due to a special 90 degrees 

rotating camera support;
• Magnification 65X , digital zoom 2x and 4x available;
• C-MOS sensor 1,3 Mega pixels, USB 2.0 High speed connection;
• Framed image area 4 x 4 mm (3,9µm/pixel);
• Illuminator: episcopic ring with diffused light and low angle: reducing glare caused by tool surface 

characteristic.
ELBO CONTROLLI linear transducers in optical glass type SLIDE 371 certified HP laser:

• - Axes resolution: X= 1 µm, Z= 1 µm.
Anti-dust cover provided for when not in use.
Overall dimensions: L= 1417 mm, H= 1730  mm, P= 570 mm.
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5 WARNINGS

5.1 Introduction

This  operation  and  maintenance  manual,  concerning  the  KHYAN-TW  Tool  presetter  should  be
considered  as  an integral  part  of the  apparatus and therefore  it  should  be kept with  care  for  future
references.
All the procedures and information contained in  the manual cannot be a substitute for  the end user’s
adequate tool presetting experience, but they provide the necessary information for the correct and proper
use of the KHYAN-TW-TW tool presetter.
Unauthorized equipment handling, non-compliance of instructions, or improper or incorrect use may lead
to unforeseen results for which ELBO CONTROLLI S.r.l. declines all civil or criminal liability.
ELBO CONTROLLI S.r.l. reserves the right to modify at any time the tool presetter and the operator’s
manual without  prior  notification on account of the continuous technical  updating of the product in
pursuit of the Company strategy aimed at perfecting presetting technology of tools measurement and
presetting and at customer satisfaction.
All suggestions for improvements of the apparatus or manual are welcome either by fax or letter to our
head office.

5.2 Purpose

The aim of the manual is to allow the KHYAN-TW-TW Tool Presetters operator to become acquainted
with the machine operating directions, routine  and non-routine  maintenance and the proper operating
procedures and to show all the required necessary actions from the presetter’s introduction until disposal.
Implement only the allowed use and the configuration reported, approved by ELBO CONTROLLI S.r.l.;
any other use or configuration is not recommended, as it may compromise the tool's proper functioning
and/or its safety. This manual does not replace the experience and the technical expertise of the personnel
involved in the use of the Presetter machine and is to be considered as a guide at all times.

This  manual  must be read  following  the chapters  in  their  logical  order,  because the repeated
information is explained in full the first time it appears, afterwards it is only mentioned because it
constitutes knowledge already acquired.

5.3  Font Characters and Heading Layout 

This  manual  is  sub-divided  into  chapters  which  contain  homogeneous  information,  each  chapter  is
identified by a title in the following font character:

X. FIRST CHAPTER
Each chapter is identified by a title in the following text format: 

X.X First Paragraph

The operation or maintenance procedures are identified by: 

�Procedure

Then the characters will identify the procedures: 
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• step 1
• step 2

...............
• step 4

Notes or instructions are identified using the following format: 
�Note or instruction of particular interest. 

5.4  Active Software Version 

The software starts after this screen, which displays the details about the installed version. 
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6 PREPARATION AND INSTALLATION

6.1 Packing List

Before proceeding with preparation and installation, check that the tool presetter packaging contains the
following components: 

presetter MOD.
          ♦ KHYAN-TW
 

ROTATING SPINDLE
♦ ISO 30 ♦ ISO 40 ♦ ISO 45 ♦ ISO 50
♦ HSK 63 ♦ ………… ♦ ………… ♦ ….…….

RESETTING GAUGES
♦ ISO 30 ♦ ISO 40 ♦ ISO 45 ♦ ISO 50
♦ HSK 63 ♦ ………… ♦ ………… ♦ ….…….

REDUCERS
♦ ISO ...........  VDI ..…........ ♦ Other .........………….......

MINI-LABELLING MACHINE ♦     ..….....……….. LABELS ♦    ………...………...

FEEDER

OPERATION MANUAL

TEST REPORT

WARRANTY

DUST COVER

Checked by..............................................
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6.2 Safety Norms

The personnel involved with the KHYAN-TW Tool Presetter are not required to use any particular
protection, however they must be informed of the following potential dangers:

● In particular conditions of measurement of the vertical axis, the 209 illuminator can be at a height,
which can be head butted in case the machine is used without the necessary attention. 

● We recommend carrying out the manipulation of tools carefully and, if necessary, protecting one's
hands because tools are sharp and may be dangerous.. 

�The person responsible  for  employee safety should train the people required to use the tool
presetter, by imposing the reading of this manual. 

6.3 Suggested use of the Machine

The KHYAN-TW  Tool  Presetters  is  an  instrument to  preset  and measure the tools  surveying  their
dimensions along the X and Z axes, in  accordance with the axis definition of the machine using the
above-mentioned tools. The measurable tools are to be compatible with the presetter spindle; any attempt
to  adapt  the  tool  presetter  spindle  taper  without using the appropriate  adapters  supplied  by  ELBO
CONTROLLI S.r.l. is to be considered improper use.
The maximum weight of the tool to be measured should be no more then 40 kg.
Any other use is to be considered improper and compromising the operator’s safety. 

�  The KHYAN-TW Tool Presetter is to be handled by  a single  person in conditions of tested and
controlled efficiency, in respect of all procedures described in this manual. 

6.4 Packing  Transport and Storage

The instrument must be handled inside its proper case, which prevents from normal mechanical stresses.
Stated outside the packaging are the shipping instructions, particularly the specified total weight, transport
position and using symbols, vulnerability to atmospheric agents and the need to handle with care.
Keep the original packing and use it for future transportation of the instrument.
Tool presetter transportation is to be carried out by qualified carriers able to grant the correct handling of 
the transported goods, observing the following precautions: 

● Lift only with fork lift or pallet jacks.
● Do not bump, throw, drop, roll, or drag the case.
● Do not overcharge the packing by piling more than three cases.
● Avoid exposure to atmospheric agents.
● Maintain the prescribed transportation position.

The storage environment must fall within the following environmental conditions:
● Safe from the atmospheric agents
● Temperature between -10 and 50 °C
● Relative humidity between 20% and 95% without condensation.
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6.5 Installation

After the machine has been transferred to the installation site, the unpacking procedure shall be followed
with reference to the attached sheet. As for re-packing, the reverse procedure should be followed. 

�Unpacking procedure
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Figure 2: Unpacking instructions

4 3 

ISTRUZIONI DISIMBALLAGGIO PRESET KHYAN 

KHYAN PRESET UNPACKING INSTRUCTIONS  

2 

Tagliare la reggia di sicurezza 

Cut the safety band strap. 

Rimuovere il coperchio e i 
montanti di sostegno. 

Rimuovere i bloccaggi colonna.  
Svitare le viti che fissano l’imballo 
alla base. 
Unscrew the screws fastening 
the boxing to the base. 

Remove the column locking. 

 

 

1 

Remove the top and the 
supporting posts. 
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Figure 3: Unpacking instructions 2

8

5 6

Togliere l’imballo sfilandolo verso l’alto.

Take the boxing off.

Svitare le viti che fissano le staffe
di trasporto al pallet e alla macchina.

Unscrew the screws fastening the
transport brackets to the machine.

7

Fissare la staffa di trasporto alla parte
superiore della base macchina.

Fix the transport bracket to the
upper side of the machine base. 

Sollevare la macchina attaccandosi
agli appositi punti indicati dalle frecce. 

Lift the machine, by the suitable points
indicated by the arrows.

ISTRUZIONI DISIMBALLAGGIO PRESET KHYAN
KHYAN PRESET UNPACKING INSTRUCTIONS
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�LCD screen assembling procedure

If the PC monitor is not in a desired position, you must loosen the clutches of the tilting axes; to carry out
this operation, act as follows:
If the vertical oscillation (Fig. 1) is not in the correct position, slightly loosen the A set-screw in Fig. 1
(use a 5mm Allen key); if the vertical oscillation is too tight, slightly loosen the A set-screw in Fig. 1.
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Figure 4: LCD assembling instructions

INSERT THE 4 SCREWS 
SUPPLIED IN THE BACK OF 

THE CRADLE

FIX THE MONITOR USING THE 4 
SCREWS PREVIOUSLY INSERTED

INSERT AND TIGHTEN THE VGA 
CABLE CONECTOR

INSERT THE POWER SUPPLY 
CONNECTOR
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If the horizontal oscillation (Fig. 2) is too loose, slightly tighten the B set-screw in Fig. 2 (use a 3mm
Allen key); if the horizontal oscillation is too tight, slightly loosen the B screw in Fig. 2. 

Machine stabilisation
The machine should be installed on a flat and level surface (± 1.5 cm / mt); in case of instability, it will be
necessary to operate on support feet. Presetter shall be located in an area free of vibrations that might 
have effects on the machine stability. 

Machine pneumatic connection

Connect the presetter to the compressed air system and set the 
feed pressure between 5 and 6 bar.

Compressed air impurities collection vessel 

Machine electrical connection
Connect the presetter to the earthed system by making use of a
yellow/green conductor minimum section 1.5 sq mm, fixed on
the provided terminal.
Connect the presetter to the electricity transmission grid  by
inserting the plug into the 115-230 Vac mains socket. 

6.5.1 Front View
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Figure 5: Monitor orientation
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6.5.2 Rear View
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Figure 6: Presetter total view
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How to adjust the 
display angle
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6.6 Operating Conditions

As the presetter is  a precision instrument, it  shall be positioned in a trouble free site (free from dusts
and/or air  corrosive substances, excessive vibrations, violent ranges of temperature), safe from sunrays
direct illumination and far from windows and skylights. It shall be positioned preferably in rooms with
diffused artificial lighting and a space for working facilitating measurement takings. 
The instrument does not generate acoustic emissions, apart from the sound of the pneumatic solenoid 
valves exhaust, when they are activated by the key panel, lower than the limit of 70 dB A.

The recommended climatic conditions are as follows:

• Temperature between 10 and 40 °C.

• Safe from the atmospheric agents.

Relative humidity between 20% and 95% without condensation. 
�The best performance is obtained in an environment with a constant temperature. 

6.7 Power Supplies

Electrical circuit:  The Presetter is fed by 115/230V AC, 50/60Hz, 200W. 
Pneumatic circuit: The Presetter requires compressed air at a pressure included between 5 and 6 bar. 
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Figure 7: Presetter total view 2
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7 DESCRIPTION OF MAIN CONTROLLS

7.1 Initial Screen

Once the system has been completely started, you can display the following screens on the 23” LCD
monitor:                   ckk0001

Key colors specify the condition of a function in a specific  moment and comply with  the following
principles: 

The key is completely grey 

The function is not enabled 

The key has a light blue edge with central grey icon 

The function is enabled, but it is not active 

 

The key has a light blue edge with central light-blue icon 

The function is enabled and active 

Now you are going to deal with the areas that can be identified within the main screen and examine the
relevant functionality. 
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Figure 8: Main screen
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7.2 Information Area

The upper area of the screen displays all  pieces of information concerning the measurement you are
performing and allows modifying the measurement mode. In detail, you will know: 

− If the dimension that is displayed for each individual axis is ABSOLUTE (Abs), and so referring to a
specific  origin,  or INCREMENTAL (Incr)  and therefore  referring to a zero selected by you as a
reference  (the procedures  for  absolute/incremental  commutation  and  the  manual  setting  of  axes
dimensions will be dealt with below). 

− If the dimension that is displayed for the X axis refers to the RADIUS or the DIAMETER of the tool
that you are measuring. This mode can be set as default value at the start, and can change every time
you select a machine origin (it takes the value that is defined in the same origin, see chapter 10) or by
pressing the radius/diameter commutation key (the procedure for radius/diameter commutation will be
dealt with below). 

− If the active unit of measurement is MILLIMETRES (mm) or INCHES (Inch); this mode can be set as
the default value at the start, as well, and can change every time you select a machine origin (it takes
the value that is defined in the same origin, see chapter 10). 

− When the axis is in ABSOLUTE mode, the dimensions will refer to the following origin: 

� NO REFERENCE means that you have not acquired axis zeroes yet (paragraph 8.1) and
the displayed dimension is completely random (dimension displayed in RED colour). 

� NO MACHINE means that axis zeroes have been acquired, but no machine origin  has
been selected (chapter 10); therefore, the dimensions are the distance between the axis zero
and the point in which the axis is positioned (dimension displayed in YELLOW colour). 

� the name of the origin selected by you means that the displayed dimension relates to the
origin, and therefore the tools to be measured will have an exactly equivalent value after
the installation in the machine (dimension displayed in WHITE colour). 

The dimension displayed will  be in YELLOW colour also during a measurement in incremental mode,
while there will be a dimension displayed in GREEN colour when measuring in auto-targeting mode with
an active machine origin; it means that the displayed dimension is the real measurement of the tool in any
point of the display where it is shown (obviously, on condition that it is in the correct focusing position). 

− If the quick translation of the axes has been disabled by means of the axis clamp buttons, which allow
inhibiting the quick translation of  one or  both of  the axes in  a specific  position and disable  the
relevant  pneumatic  unclamp,  but  obviously  with  the opportunity  to  move them  by  means of  a
micrometric translation. 
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 Unclamped axis  Clamped axis 

�Absolute/incremental commutation procedure

 If  you  press  the  absolute/incremental  commutation  key,  the  following  screen  will  be
displayed.    ck0006

By pressing one of the aforesaid keys, you will  incrementally commute the selected  axis,
and the graphic display of the same axis will  be set to zero in the point in which  it is: it
will be the new reference for the measurements to be carried out after that.
The graphic display shows yellow-colored dimensions. 

If you press each commutation key once more, you will  set the measurement back to the
absolute mode and the graphic display will  show the dimension of the axis relating to the
active  machine origin  (graphic displayed in  white  colour) once more or,  if  there  are no
active origins, to the zero point that is the reference for the optical scale (machine zero value
– graphic display in yellow colour). 
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�Procedure for setting X and Z axis dimensions

It is also possible to set a dimension according to choice on each of the two axes by using the relevant key
and writing it in the “manual dimension setting” field. 

The  dimension  is  always  considered  as  incremental(graphic  displayed  in  yellow  colour  and  Incr
indicator). 

If you press the Incr→Abs key, as in the previous procedure, the dimension will be set back
to the absolute value.

X axis radius/diameter commutation procedure

As already said, the default mode will depend on machine SETUP settings or the active machine origin.
You can manually commute the display at any time, therefore if you are in radius mode, 

press the radius/diameter key to display the X axis in diameter and, vice versa, if you are in the diameter
mode  

press the radius/diameter key to display the X axis in radius. 

7.3 Software Operation Keys
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Figure 11: Main functions keys

The lower right area of the display relates to the operating modes of the software and allows: 

− accessing the camera functions by selecting to perform the measurement with the fixed reticule or in
auto-targeting 

− obtaining the quick print of a label  with the information about the tool that is being measured (values
in X and Z, insert radius, angles and notes by the operator) 

− accessing the  presetter configuration page to select  the language,  the default settings, the active
options, etc. 

− accessing the area to enter and modify the machine origins in which you can configure the settings of
all machine tools that the presetter will serve 

− accessing the area to enter and modify the tool set and, after that, all tools that form them. 

7.4 Spindle Functions

In case of the availability of different spindles, please follow these instructions  for the substitution. 

7.4.1 Procedure for rotating spindle substitution

• Move the column in a position to facilitate the spindle disassembly operation: 
X axis completely to the left; Z axis completely to the top. 

• Remove the tool from the spindle and deactivate the brake and the index. 
• Remove the rotating spindle from above keeping it parallel to the column. 
• Clean  the extracted  spindle  and lubricate  the rectified  parts  with  anti-oxidizing liquid  (i.e.

Chesterton 775), before placing it in an appropriate place. 
• Clean the replaced spindle. 
• Insert the new spindle into the spindle body of the presetter, keeping it parallel to the column. 
• In case you dispose of adapters only and different rotating spindles are not available, follow

next procedure. 

7.4.2 Procedure for the spindle adapter substitution

• Remove, if present, another adapter, clean and lubricate the ground parts with anti-oxidizing
liquid (i.e. Chesterton 775), and lay it in a safe place; 

• Clean the spinlde and the new adapter. 
• Insert the adapter into the spindle. 
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The keys that are to be found in the lower part of the screen are used to activate the functions that are
connected  to  the preset  mechanism  and,  as  previously  described, the  colour  specifies  the relevant
operating condition. 

− The spindle index function is provided for only in the machines that are equipped with standard VDI
spindle holders and is enabled when the active origin relates to a machine that is configured as a lathe
(see chapter 10 – MACHINE ORIGINS): it  allows  for mechanically orientating and clamping the
spindle in four positions, one every 90°. 

− The machine is equipped with a manual pneumatic-mechanical brake for the rotation of the spindle
holder with radial compensation of the clamping force: the  spindle rotation brake function allows
stopping the rotation of the  spindle  in  the  desired position,  for  example  after  having  found the
maximum focusing point for the tool. 

− The  clamp/unclamp  tool function,  in  order  to  achieve  a  higher  accuracy  level  during  the
measurement of the tool, starts the guided procedure that allows mechanically clamping/unclamping
the tool inside the spindle taper (the tool clamp/unclamp procedure will be dealt with below). 

− The tool/spindle tap  er contact check function allows, by means of a vacuum sensor, checking the
surface contact between the tool holder and the machine revolving spindle, thus eliminating possible
concentricity errors (the tool/spindle taper coupling check procedure will be dealt with below). 

7.5 Motorized clamping/unclamping of tool-holders

7.5.1 Description
Kyhan presetting machines now can be equipped with the new servo-actuated motorized tool-holder 
clamping system.
The clamping of the tool-holder on the presetter rotating spindle simulates the working conditions on the 
CNC machines, clamping the tool with a pulling force between 250 and 300 Kg.
The ability to clamp the tools is universal: the collects inside the spindle have a stroke that engage all the 
standard pull studs and drag it down until it reaches the nominal clamping force.
Operator safety is guaranteed by the need to simultaneously press the “confirm” button and, the 
clamping/unclamping button. The machine requires both of the operator’s hands be used, in order to 
avoid the potential danger of crushing the fingers under the tool-holder. If during the unclamping 
procedure one or both buttons are released, the servo-motor automatically stops.

7.5.2 Safety norms
The personnel involved with the “MOTORIZED TOOLHOLDR CLAMPING SYSTEM” are not 
required to use any particular protection, however they must be informed of the following potential 
dangers:

• The force exerted by the instrument during the tool camping is between 250 and 300 Kg.
• To activate the camping and unclamping of the tool, the operator must forcibly make use of 

both hands; it is necessary that you make sure there are not other people who are operating at 
that time on the tool itself, risking the crushing of fingers under the flange of the tool-holder

• In case of need, you can immediately reverse the direction of rotation, letting go the clamping 
button and pressing the unclamping button
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• Pressing the emergency stop button will cut the power to the motor, which therefore remains in 
its actual position

• It should be noted that the manipulation of tools should be performed with attention and 
possible hand protection.  Because of their nature tools are sharp and therefore potentially 
dangerous.

✔ The person responsible for employee safety should train the people required to use the tool presetter,
by imposing the reading of this manual.

7.5.3 Clamping of the tool-holder

To start the clamping system, insert the tool in the spindle and simultaneously press the  “confirm”     and

the “clamp tool”   (see picture).

After a few moments, once the maximum clamping force is reached, the device will automatically stop 
and indicate the condition of clamping executed:

✔ Warning: the guarantee of executed tool clamping is valid when the internal collect is always brought
back in the upper position before the clamping procedure starts, especially with very short pull studs.

During operation, the release of the  button  will produce a temporary stop in the descent of the traction 
collects of the pull-stud, it will then be possible to operate a pulsed descent or reverse the direction in case
of  failure or malfunctions. 

Realising the confirm button , will however lead to a permanent stop of the operation in 
progress, forcing the user to also release the arrow key before you can again proceed .

✔ The maximum delay  in  the  pressing of  Confirm button in respect  to  pressing of  Clamping  or
Unclamping buttons is approximately 0.3 seconds .

✔ The tool clamping time varies depending on the length of the retention knob (pull-stud). Indeed the 
collect inside the spindle has a travel up to 55 mm in order to lock all the normed pull-studs ( ISO A/B,
B ANSI, DIN, MAS BT, JIS B), therefore the clamping time will depend on the travel requested and 
will be between 1 and 6 seconds .
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7.5.4 Unclamping of the tool-holder

To release the tool-holder from the presetter’s spindle, you have to simultaneously press the “Confirm”

and the “Unclamping tool”  buttons (see picture), until the tool-holder will be 
totally free.

At this stage pay attention, because the reporting “not locked” tool does not correspond to the fact that the
tool is free and can be removed form the spindle.

�To ensure the following clamping you should always bring the collect inside the spindle back to the
upper limit of the travel.

7.5.5 Emergency button
The emergency stop button will interrupt the supply of voltage to the locking tool motor, allowing the 
arrest if you loose control of the system because of  failures or malfunctions.
No other function of the machine is inhibited; electronics and the vision system are powered and 
operative.

7.5.6 Tool/spindle taper coupling check procedure 

• After having introduced the tool into the spindle holder and, if you like, after having performed
the clamping procedure, press the check key and slowly rotate the spindle holder until you find
the precise position where the air suction hole coincides with the spindle hole. 
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• After having reached this position, the software will specify if the contact is correct 
or if dirt or defects in the taper prevent it from being correctly positioned. 

• In this case, it will be necessary to remove the detected defects and repeat the test until achieving a
complete  concentricity  between  the  tool  and  the  spindle  holder.  After  having  completed  these
operations, press the exit key and start the measurement. 

7.6 Axes Movement

Axis movements are manual and have two modes, rapid and micrometric. The rapid movement  is used to
frame the tool in the 209 of view and to move away at the end of the measurement. The micrometric
movement is used for the collimation of the tool's profile and the measurement acquisition.  

7.7 Rapid Movement

To  move the axis  according  to  the rapid movement,  grip  the handle and press the release key (see
picture), then move the handle to the desired position (X and Z). The rapid movement is possible as far as
the key is pressed; thus, at its release the axis will clamp again. 
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Move  the  axes  simultaneously  to  reach  the  tool  measurement  area  more  rapidly,  as  the  axis
clamping/release function enables moving only one while the other is kept still.  

�Avoid hitting the limit stops at the end of the stroke not to damage the presetter. 

7.7.1 Micrometrical Adjustment
After framing the tool profile  with the rapid movement, the collimation of the measurement points is
possible using the two hand-wheels (axis X and Z).
The micrometric movements always function when the axes are clamped, that is when the release button
is released.

The hand-wheel rotation determines a traverse of the axis concerned by 1.25 mm per revolution.  

7.8 Operating Area of the Software

In this area you will perform all operations concerning the camera (measurement, inspection, geometric
calculations, etc.), all insertions/updates concerning tool set and machine origin tables, prints, presetter
configuration and any other item that will be described in detail in the following chapters.
For example, the following screens show the functions concerning the camera, the configuration of 
machine origins and a tool set. 
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8 PRELIMINARY OPERATIONS

8.1 Zero Setting of the Axes

As previously described, the red colour of axes dimensions and the wording NO REFERENCE, which are
displayed after the start, at this  point the machine cannot refer to any objective  origin,  thus it  cannot
provide for any type of significant measurement. 

�The only  possible  measurement  in this condition is  to commute the axes  into incremental,  thus
providing for a subjective reference, which will be always lost when the axis passes on the reference
zero point for the optical scale.   ckk0015

The attempt to access any operating function will be preceded by the following screen: 

the first operation to be carried out is to translate the two axes along their stroke until travelling from the
reference zero point for the optical scale and display the relevant yellow-colored dimension. 

Now the machine has the first repetitive and objective reference, which concerns the reference zero point 
to be found in the measurement system.
The yellow-colored dimensions exactly display the distance between the zero value of the optical scale 
and the point where the axis is in that moment.
From now on, the presetter can accept and recognize machine origins, and therefore all functions are 
available. 
The operation for zero setting the axes must be repeated only if the KHYAN-TW presetter is turned off. 

8.2 Presetter Configuration

8.2.1 Introduction
The  section  that  concerns  the  presetter  configuration  is  correctly  set  during  the testing,  which  is
performed during the manufacturing process; however, there are some parameters that can be customised
by the final user according to the specific needs.
Below you can find the detailed description of the content of this area and where the user can perform the
modifications, if any. 
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8.2.2 Parameters Description

�Presetter configuration procedure

If you press the access key and enter the required password (default value:  elbo), you will
enter the configuration screen that is described below and, during this operation, all other
machine functions will be disabled. 

− The functions that are marked with a green box can be customised by the final user according to the
specific needs.
− The functions that are marked with an orange box concern the operation of the presetter and, even if
they can be modified by the final user, they could change its correct operation.

-        The functions that are marked with a red box are protected with a higher-level password that is not 
known by the final user and it can be used only during the testing operation or by Service technicians; 
furthermore, the aforesaid functions relate to the presetter calibration. 

− Default  system is  the  measurement  system that the presetter  will  activate  by default  at  start
(millimetres or inches). 

− Default mode is the measurement mode that the presetter will activate by default at start for the X
axis (radius or diameter). 

�When you activate a machine origin, these two functions will be overwritten by the ones that are set in
the same machine origin. 

− Language allows setting the language that is used by the software: the new language that is
selected will be active at the first system restart. 
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− Password allows modifying the password (default value: elbo) that will  be asked for to access
specific software functions (ex. the access to the machine origin). 

− Configure Lookup opens a window that allows creating the customised list  with the types of
spindle taper, machine tool and tools that are normally used; the above-mentioned lists will  be
displayed in the drop-down menus while filling in tool set and machine origin tables. 

To add entries to a list, write the text in the desired column, and then press the confirmation key. 

To remove an entry from the list, select it with the mouse, and then press the relevant deletion key. 

To go back to the previous page, press the exit key. 

− File Browser allows accessing the shared folder: /home/elbo/Shared in the hard disk; this folder can
be used to exchange files with other computers if the presetter is connected to the corporate network. 
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� In this window, the user may access the other system folders that are to be found within the hard disk;
the possible  modification  or  the  deletion  of  the  files  out  of  the  “Shared”  folder  may  make  the
measurement software unusable. 

− Machine Type specifies  the presetter model that is  being used; obviously,  as  the machine has a
different functionality, the modification of this parameter would change the operation of the KHYAN-
TW presetter. 

− Machine Options allows enabling or disabling  the functions that  concern  the spindle, which are
examined in paragraph 7.4 (brake and spindle index, mechanical clamping of the tool and  contact
check between the tool and the spindle taper by vacuum); the presence of the flag means that the
function is active. 

�The activation of the spindle index function can be used only in the presence of VDI-type spindle
holders. 

The  Camera Settings and  Factory X  functions,  as  already mentioned, can  be used only  during the
testing operation and by Service technicians, as they concern the presetter calibration procedure. 

The Date/Time function to update the date and the time in the system, instead, needs a different password
that cannot be modified by the final user: after you press the  Unclamp key, type in “presetter” in the
password field, and then perform the adjustment. 

Once the configuration has been completed, press SAVE to exit the setup and save the modifications or
EXIT  to cancel them.
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8.2.3 Calibration
The calibration  procedure allows  to  define  the pixel/image  sensor  micron ratio,  this  operation  it  is
performed at the factory but can be necessary do it again in case of replacement of the image sensor.
After pressing the “Calibration” button this window will appear on the screen:

In this window it is possible to verify the current axis' calibration values and activate the procedure to
identify new calibration's values.

�presetter configuration procedure

o insert a tool-holder in the spindle, clamp it, search best focus and activate the spindle 
brake;

o start calibration's procedure clicking the  “Calibration wizard” button;
o on the main screen will appear:

o
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o once placed the tool shadow in the highlighted region and set the best focus, confirm by 

○ once acquired the last calibration point the new calibration values would be immediately 
stored and activated.

    

Calibration is also done for the Z axis referring to the ISO norm,but this can be subject to slight variations
when the tool-holder is mounted in the machine tool spindle; before using this value to create machine's 
origins as reference value for the Z axis, it is advised to verify the correspondence with the machine tool 
value.

FACTORY X parameter is set at the factory during final testing of the machine using a reference certified
gauge.

The calibration of this parameter for the X axis is needed in the following cases:

a) replacing of the X axis detection system .
b) disassembling of the X axis detection system for maintenance.

The calibration of this parameter for the Z axis is needed in the following cases:
a) replacing of the Z axis detection system ..
b) disassembling of the Z axis detection system for maintenance.

Both the parameters need to be calibrated in one of the following cases:
a) Replacement of the camera system.
b) Replacement of the 204 electronic, in case you don't have a back-up file of the previous electronic.
c) Mechanical operations on the spindle body and/of presetter column.

Insert gauge or tool-holder into the spindle body, than clamp it.
On the camera system screen mounted on the machine, frame the tool, bring it to the center of the screen.
Rotate the spindle and, using the blue comparator that appears for each single axis close to the reticule 
point of tangency until you reach the maximum tangency point.
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Once reaching the maximum point of tangency, stop the spindle rotation.

Press the “Factory X” button to activate the input dialog window for entering the parameters and start the 
procedure.

Fill in the box relative to the radius of reference's master gauge.

Click on the button for X axis reference measurement.
The following screen will be displayed:
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Move the X axis in order to bring the tool profile in collimation with the fixed reticule.
This operation will be facilitated by the blue digital comparator that appears when the axis is almost 
tangent to the reticule, the reference pointer then becomes green to precisely indicate the perfect contact 
with the fixed reticule.

When reaching the point of contact with the fixed reticule (comparator to zero and green 
pointer),this will enable the validation key. Click it in order to save the reference value for 
X axis.
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Begin now the same procedure for Z axis.
Type in the relative box the master gauge height.

Click on the button for Z axis reference measurement.
The following screen will be displayed

At the end confirm the Factory X values by clicking the button:
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Move the Z axis in order to bring the tool profile in collimation with the fixed reticule.
This operation will be facilitated by the blue digital comparator that appears when the axis is almost 
tangential to the reticule, the reference pointer then becomes green to precisely indicate the perfect 
contact with the fixed reticule.
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When reaching the point of contact with the fixed reticule (comparator to zero and green 
pointer), it will enable the validation key. Click it in order to save the reference value for Z 
axis.

The procedure is finished; the acquired values are now available and can be used as default values in 
order to create machine origins.
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9 209 VISION SYSTEM

9.1  Foreword

The operating principle for the 209 camera is similar to the optical profile projector: a collimated light
source projects the tool profile  that is placed between the two elements over a 1.3 Megapixel C-MOS
image sensor, by means of suitable shooting lens.
The outline of the tool that is acquired by the image sensor is displayed in real time on a 24” monitor of
the machine; the framed field is about 12.8 mm x 10 mm, four times bigger than the standard size.

To  make taking the measurement easier,  it  is  possible  to  choose the digital  representation  with  the
maximum contrast, an alternative to the taken analogical image. Furthermore 209 is equipped with two
bars for the focusing control of image, one takes the focus of X axis measurement’s point, the other one
for the Z axis, helping the operator to find out easily the point of maximum tangency of the tool.

Like projectors, angles and radii may be measured too, and the tool and reticle profiles may be compared
directly  on the screen. But the real advantage is the elimination of the measure subjectivity typical of
optical systems, which makes measurements objective and repetitive. 

209 can analyse the sharp tool and find its measurement points on the profile with a 1µm definition. The
operator can decide to measure on the central fixed grid with the visualized analogical comparators on
screen,  automatically  obtaining a measurement, in real time from the sum between the coordinates of
central grid  and the relative  position of the image.  In both cases the measurements are  continuously
shown on screen, in order to have all the necessary information in the same location

The 209 vision system also allows the automatic calculation of the geometric elements that are to be 
found on the tool profile (angles, radius), or in manual mode, the ones that are to be found both on the 
profile and during the inspection of the tool. The software will supply different display options and will 
allow saving them in graphic format. 

9.2 Camera System Control

The camera functions can be activated by using the camera system control panel on the main screen, in
any case the status of active functions is shown in the secondary screen by lighting of the icon.

Figure 25: camera system functions

  

The picture lists all functionalities  that are available  for the measurement of the tool with the relevant
geometric elements and for examining the relevant surface by means of the inspection mode. 
However, before measuring a tool it is absolutely necessary to find out the maximum tangency points by
focusing the outline of the tool. 
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the selection of the inspection mode will activate the first camera in inspection mode, the following 
pressure of the same button will switch the inspection mode from the first to the second camera 
highlighting  the current one with different icons.

Depending on the active function is possible display the proper toolbar that allow to use the functions 
associated with it.

Clicking the “Toolbar”  icon  will  enable/disable  it   (the toolbar  is different for each single  operating
mode).
Before proceeding with the measurement of a tool is essential, however,  find the points of maximum
tangential focusing on the shape of the tool.

9.2.1 Focusing of Images
With 209 the measurements are taken like those with an optical profile projector; it is necessary to frame 
the tool’s profile on the screen, bringing it inside the light beam through the rapid and fine adjustments.
Before measuring rotate the spindle to search for the point with the best image focusing.
The screen always shows two control bars for the focusing of the image (one for each axis); just rotate the
tool until the highest value on the axis bar concerned is reached, to obtain the best focus. 

�The dimension that the 209 takes as reference are those ones concerning X and Z measurement points.
Look at the following picture.  

                           

The  control  bars  of  the  focusing  give  information  concerning  the sharpness  of  the  image  in  the
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measurement  points indicated  in  the  picture;  different  indications (in  the  maximum value)  between
different tools, or different shapes of the same tool can be obtained. This varies according to the wear
degree, or to the lip relief angle.
For a proper measurement the highest value, shown by the peak indicator on each bar, shall be reached.

Don’t forget that the point where we have to measure is that one relative to the maximum tangency of
tool, and that the focusing is necessary only to facilitate the research; in fact the maximum tangency will
be always in correspondence with the maximum value of focusing. This also means that, in the range
of the maximum value of focusing, a residue of measure incorrectness determined by the radius of the
measured tool is included.

The following picture shows the relationship between the focusing value (index of the distance of the tool
from the shooting lens) and the maximum tangency of the tool (index of the angular position of the tool 
against the spindle rotation axis).
 

Figure 26: Error lens

The residue of measure incorrectness (S1, S2, S3, S4) clearly depends on the radius of the tool measured
and corresponds approximately to 0.01 mm, for tools with a 20 mm radius, while it is lower than 0,001
mm. for tool radius exceeding 80 mm.
On the basis of these considerations we repeat the necessity to always reach the best obtainable focus,
eventually finding the maximum tangency on the fixed grid as described previously 
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The first operation to carry out, after having introduced and clamped the tool in the spindle holder taper, it
will be to search for the tool focusing point, and then the maximum tangency point. The display always 
shows two light-blue control bars (one for each axis); it is enough to rotate the cutting edge until reaching 
the highest possible value on the bar of the involved axis to achieve the best focusing. 

9.3 TOOLBAR

Pressing the button “Toolbar” toggles the visualization of instruments showing or hiding them (the 
toolbar is different for each operating mode): in sequence under the bar in the measurement mode, the 
inspection mode with the first camera and that in the inspection mode with the second camera.
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9.3.1 

   In the measurement mode the area within the camera system is around 10,2 mm x 10,2 mm with a
factor of magnification of 26x  (extendible up to 104x), the toolbar contains the same functions as the 
dual screen version software with different graphics.
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The function of each key is description by a tip displayed when the cursor passes over each button.
If the function “auto-targeting” is activated two new function keys are available:

These new buttons allow users to lock the value of a single axis in order to measure the other axis at that 
particular position.
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9.3.2 Inspection mode (first camera)

 In the first camera inspection mode the area within the camera system is around 10,2 mm x 10,2 
mm with a factor of magnification of 26x  (extendible up to 104x), the toolbar contains the same 
functions as the dual screen version software with a different graphics.

9.3.3 Inspection mode (second camera)

To change the position of the second camera rotate the release handle and rotate the camera paying 
attention to avoid collisions with the tool/holder.
Use only the release handle to rotate the camera! DO NOT operate by holding the body of the camera.
Improper use of the rotation mechanism may affect the repeatability of the measurement.
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The displacement of the camera in the vertical position will automatically rotate the image.

The activation of the inspection mode on the second camera is effected by pressing the inspection button 
that will change in correspondence to the active camera. The area framed is 4x4 mm with a magnification 
factor equal to 67x (extendible to 268).

In this mode is not possible to turn off selectively the LED.
The second camera can be positioned horizontally in order to view the tool from the side, or can be 
positioned vertically for the axial top view of the tool.
Activation of the second camera will open the image shift control bar, using the sliders it is possible to 
move both horizontally and vertically the image as well as overturn it.
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Any changes made to the image shift are stored automatically as the current default values.

The inspection mode with the second camera assumes that, depending on the position of the camera, the 
displacement of an axis is used to find the focus of the image.
Specifically:

Camera position Focusing axis

Horizontal X

Vertical Z
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Since in the second camera mode the focusing axis is not a measuring axis, the display of DXF drawing 
translation is inhibited during the focusing of the image.
In order to do this, place the drawing and then lock the focusing axis in the DXF Navigator. In this way 
the movement of the focusing axis will not cause any DXF drawing movement.

9.3.4 Measurement on Fixed Grid
The measurements on a fixed grid use the same techniques of an optical projector of profiles:
you have to shift with the micrometric movement handles of the machine until you bring the
tool’s profile in tangency with the central grid on the screen.
The  measurement  with  a  profile  projector  is  influenced  by  the capacity  of  operator  to

recognize the best focusing of image and its tangency with a serigraphic line (which covers the image) on
the projection screw; it means that it is a subjective measurement.

The same operation performed with the 209 camera allows obtaining the same result, as the image profile
is electronically examined, and the measurement is pointed out according to the scale of two blue-colored
analogue comparators (one for each axis) that are shown in the display.

They allow  carrying out the measurements  and setting  zero  as if  you used a traditional  mechanical
comparator with needles.

When the indicator line becomes green, it means that the tool has a perfect tangency with the reticule. 
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�Procedure of collimation on fixed grid

• Set the tool on screen (rapid movement). 
• Check that the tool’s edge is without any dust, any debris or any other impurity, which could modify

the result of measure. 
• Focus the image, on the axis, which is intended to be the measured, by rotating the spindle. 
• Focus the image, on the axis, which is intended to be the measured, by rotating the spindle . 
• Research the point’s maximum tangency by rotating the spindle and observing the analog comparator.
• Collimate the image with the grid, clearing the analog comparator (fine adjustment). 

9.3.5 Auto-targeting
With auto-targeting it is not necessary to bring the image in collimation in a fixed point of
screen; in fact it is enough to set the tool in the visual area of screen so that 209 can measure
it.
Obviously, being able to measure on the whole vision area does not exclude the need to focus

the image and search for the maximum tangency to obtain correct measurements.

By means of auto-targeting, the measurement is the result of the algebraic addition between the position
concerning the image in the display and the position of the central reticule.

The presence of small differences in the dimensions that are automatically detected in the different points
of the display is due to the processing tolerances for the lenses and the illuminator, as well as to other
factors of mechanical, electronic and optical type.

Therefore, the measurement that is performed with auto-targeting, on the one hand allows an increased
speed and simplicity of measurement, while on the other hand implies an increased tolerance compared to
the same measurement performed in the fixed reticule.

During this type of measurement, the dimension display will be green. 
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�auto-targeting procedure

• Set the tool in the screen (rapid movement). 
• Make sure the tool’s edge is without any dust, shavings, or any other impurity, which could modify

the result of measurement. 
• Focus the image on the axis of measurement and always rotate the spindle, check numerically that the

measurement you have taken expresses the maximum tangency of tool. 

9.3.6 Particular Cases of Collimation
209 is able to recognize automatically the orientation of the tool and to measure it from left to right for X
axis and from above or from below for Z axis.
After having framed the tool, the system examines the image and sets the suitable collimation direction.

The priority is given to the measurements starting from the left for the X axis and from the top for the Z
axis;  it  means  that,  in  the  presence of  two  measurements  that  are  valid  for  the  X  axis,  only  the
measurement on the left will be considered.

Obviously, you can always choose between the auto-targeting and the collimation on the fixed reticule: in
both cases, the 209 camera will automatically recognize the side of the tool that has to be measured.

Despite the 209 system being able  to recognize and measure the tool profile  independently  from its
orientation,  there  are  specific  cases in  which the involved  measurement  cannot be carried  out in  an
automatic way or with the help of digital comparators. It occurs when the point to be measured is inside
the outline of the tool. 
In these cases, the measurement must be carried out using the “Region Of Interest”.

9.3.7 Setting of Analog/Digital Visualization
If you press these keys, you can change the image display mode from analogue to digital.
It  is  extremely  useful for the operations concerning the manual collimation of points, for
example in geometric calculations to better perceive the edge of the image.

The display mode does not influence the measurement of the tool by the 209 camera at all,  both with
fixed reticule and in auto-targeting. 
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The two pictures display the same situation in analogue and digital modes. 

9.3.8 Drawing and Storage of Tool Profile
By using the 209 vision  system, you can  create and keep  the tool profile  outline overprinted  in  the
display; this function is mainly useful because it is possible to use the outline of a cutting edge to adjust
the following ones on a tool with inserts or, more simply, to control their alignment.
The functions that are described below are active in all modes: analogue, digital, fixed reticule and auto-
targeting. 

If you press this key, you will  activate the storage of the tool profile; a red-colored line is drawn
on the display and it follows the profile of the tool during the rotation of the spindle holder, while
the tool outline is drawn in black with the maximum profile that is reached during the rotation. 

If you focus all cutting edges, it will be possible to compare them and perform the necessary adjustments;
if  you activate the geometric calculations in this mode, they will  be carried out along the red-colored
mark, which specifies the position of the tool in that moment.
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If you press this key now, the red profile will move along the line of the maximum drawn profile
and will leave the position of the tool; you still have the stored black-colored tool drawing.

Now deactivate the storage function by pressing the key once more, in order to have only the
maximum profile  red line  on the display; you can perform the geometric  calculations on the
aforesaid red line. 
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9.4 Geometric Calculation

This chapter deals with the description of the geometric calculations supplied by presetter KHYAN-TW;
for each function, the procedure to be followed for measurement takings is described.
Each function allows the mats calculation of the geometric element chosen passing through the points 
indicated. The calculation accuracy equals eight decimal numbers.

As for the derived calculations, instead, the maximum accuracy equals 1/100.

Any mistakes noticed depend on incorrectness in the choice and in the point detection or on tools' shape 
mistakes.

Here are some important recommendations for a calculation result as precise as possible: 
− Always choose the two points close to the ends of the geometric element to be calculated, in the case

of the circle choose the three remaining, at uniform distances from the two ends; 
− Each point to be detected shall be positioned on the optical axis of the presetter; that is, it shall be

focused. In the case of an angular mill, for instance, the angle we shall measure is positioned along the
helicoidal part of the tool. First of all, the spindle shall be rotated to focus the mill part chosen, and
then  detect  the  point.  The  operator  shall  carry  out this  operation  subjectively,  as  the focusing
indications supplied by 209 are valid only for the collimation points and not for the point we want to
detect for the calculation; 

− To better appreciate the focusing of the point to detect, it is recommended to operate in analog mode; 
− The spindle rotation for the focusing of the points to detect is necessary not only for the mills, but also

for tools with inserts having a lip relief angle. 
During this phase, the detection of the dimensions is performed in the 17” LCD monitor. 

9.4.1 Automatic Measurement of Angles and Radius

This function allows automatically identifying and calculating the inclination of all straight lines,
the value of all angles and the measurement of all radii that are to be found in the framed profile,
by displaying the relevant coordinates and allowing their acquisition for filling in the tool table or

for the quick printing of a label. 
When the function is activated, it works in real time. This means the profile is constantly examined, thus
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it is up to the operator to decide if the data is exact or not.
Like auto-targeting, the operator has to make the visualized image as clear as possible in order to measure
it: focusing and cleaning it from dust and sharpening remains, framing it correctly.

In this case, all aspects become more important, as the automatic calculation of the angles involves the 

If you activate this function, all straight lines and the circumferences that concern the geometric elements
that can be recognised within the framed profile will be displayed in violet colour.
If you click with the pointer on the desired line, you can display and import its characterising data (in the 
example below, the profile storage is active).  

After selecting the desired entity it is possible to send the angular values either to tool set table or label
printer (depending on the active function).

As for the circumferences, the system will  allow knowing the coordinates for the centre and the radius,
which in their turn can be introduce into the tool table or the quick print of the label within the “Corner
Radius” field. 
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In case a line is selected and then an other one that cross the first one is selected  it is possible to obtain
the value of the point of intersection.

�These  measurements  have  been derived  by geometrical means,  calculations  can  have an inferior
precision up to 10 micron. The angular measurements are not able to be more precise then 0.005°.

9.4.2 Geometry Tool Bar
The automatic  geometry  calculation functions are  designed for  the best geometrical  determination of
authorities for the tools most consumed, in a case you have a specific necessity it is possible to alter some
parameters to better adapt itself to a special situation.

These default  settings  cannot be changed by the user, however there are  a  set of  custom parameters
available that can be saved for future re-use.
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The parameters of line quality and circle quality represent the search criteria sensitivity, lines and circles
with high values will  search for points (lines or circles) that overlap objects perfectly, lower values will
increase the tolerance in the search for these objects. 

The minimum length parameters (line and arc) represent the smallest dimension for the determination of
an object, the smallest dimension it will search.  For the line it represents the length of a line while the arc
represents the diameter of a circle. 

The step parameter represents the frequency of analysing the points of the profile, low values will achieve
better results but risk  individualizing object you do not want. 

9.4.3 Control of Angles and Radius with Mobile Reticule

In combination with the fixed reticule, you can display an angular reticule by setting the relevant degrees
or a circumference by setting the relevant radius
In the first case, if you make the axes of this reticule collimate with the tool profile, you can read  the
inclination of a straight line (ex. lip relief angles, tilt angles for the tools, etc.).

The rotation can be carried out by using the cursor or by manually entering the value of the angle to be set
with a maximum accuracy equalling 1 hundredth of degree.

If you restore the cursor to zero or manually enter the 0.00 dimension, the angular reticule will disappear
from the screen. 
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In the second case, if  you make this circumference collimate with the tool profile, you can assess  the
radius of a curve (ex. the radius of an insert).
The radius can be set by using the cursor or by manually entering the value up to maximum 5mm.

If you restore the cursor to zero or manually enter the 0.00 dimension, the circumference will disappear
from the screen. 
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9.4.4 Distance Between Two Points and Calculation of the Circumferences
If you press this key, you will activate a function that allows the system to calculate the distance
between  two  points  by  supplying  the inclination  of  the  straight  line  that  joins  them  or  a
circumference that is obtained from the sequence of at least five points whose radius and center

coordinates are known.  

The system provides for two point acquisition modes: 
− by means of collimation at the centre of the fixed reticule 
− by means of a selection performed with the mouse. 

First of all, you need to specify if you want to calculate a “Line” or a “Circle”; now, it may be very useful
to activate the full display view, which shows the area of the camera over the entire 17” display.
Obviously, this operation will make the point acquisition more accurate, and thus the result of the 
calculation. 
If you decide to acquire the points by means of a fixed reticule, you will have to make the collimation in
sequence of the two points of the straight line or the five or more points of the circumference with the
centre of the fixed reticule, and from time to time press the “P+” key to acquire them; you can cancel a
non-corrected point by pressing “P-”. 
If you press the “Mouse select” key, the points (always in sequence) will be acquired with the pointer of
the mouse, and you can cancel one or several points by using the “P-” key, as well.
When all points have been acquired, the system will automatically display the result. 

The following screens display two examples of acquisition (straight line  and circumference) that were
performed by using the pointer of the mouse. 
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9.4.5 Graphic Measurement Functions
The software of the KHYAN-TW presetter provides for the possibility  to perform quick measurements
directly in the camera area within the 17” monitor. 
Again,  it  will  be necessary to use the full display mode, which allows an increased accuracy in the
selection of measurement start and stop points. 
By pressing the right mouse button, it will display a menu that lists the activated functions :

Commands can be given either by selecting with the mouse the desired item or by keyboard using the key
indicated in the window.
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If you press the F10 function key, the display will show a second yellow-colored reticule connected to the
position of the mouse, which will allow performing the following measurements in the video. 

• H Horizontal measurement
• V Vertical measurement
• D Diagonal measurement
• C Circle measurement
• A Angle measurement

With these methods of measurement are also active the following modifiers:

• Shift activate horizontal mode
• Ctrl activate vertical mode

Once activated, the measuring pointer allows access to new functions by clicking the mouse right button.
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If you press the “H” key in the keyboard, you will be allowed to measure the distance between two points
that are placed along a horizontal line; 

• place yourself in the point where you want to start the measurement 
• press and release the left button of the mouse 
• move the mouse along a horizontal line until  reaching the point in which you want to end the

measurement, and then, in  the video, read the distance between the two points, the inclination
angle and the coordinates of the arrival point 

• press the “H” key once more to end the procedure. 
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If you press the “V” key in the keyboard, you will be allowed to measure the distance between two points
that are placed along a vertical line; 

• place yourself in the point where you want to start the measurement 
• press and release the left button of the mouse 
• move the mouse along a  vertical  line  until  reaching the point  in which  you want to end the

measurement, and then, in  the video, read the distance between the two points, the inclination
angle and the coordinates of the arrival point  

• press the “V” key once more to end the procedure. 

If you press the “D” key on the keyboard, you will be allowed to measure the distance between two points
that are placed along a diagonal line and to know the angle of the drawn straight line; 

• place yourself on the point where you want to start the measurement 
• press and release the left button of the mouse 
• move the mouse along a  diagonal line until  reaching the point in which you want to end the

measurement, and then, in  the video, read the distance between the two points, the inclination
angle of the straight line and the coordinates of the arrival point 

• press the “D” key once more to end the procedure. 
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If you press the “C” key on the keyboard, you will be allowed to draw a circumference in the screen in
order to measure the radius; 

• place yourself on the point where you want to start the measurement 
• keep the left button of the mouse pressed 
• move the mouse to draw the circumference that is tangent to the profile you want to measure 
• release the left key of the mouse, and then read the coordinates of circumference centre and the

radius of the same circumference  
• press the “C” key once more to end the procedure. 
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If you press the “A” key on the keyboard, you will be allowed to draw two lines order to measure angles
on the screen:

• position the cursor where you need to start the measurement
• press A to draw the first line
• move the mouse to reach the point where to measure the angle and click with the mouse
• Draw the second line and click with the mouse again
• press again the A key to end the procedure
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Figura 49: Angles measurement mode



A particular feature of automatic collimation on full screen allow to set a fix position to one of the axis, 
measuring automatically the value for the other axis.
To activate this feature the auto-targeting must be active, then by clicking the right button of the mouse 
inside the camera area, it is possible to set the value for the desired axis.
Once this value is set, the auto-targeting function will automatically show the value for the other axis.

�The measurements calculated with this function can not have a precision of less than 10 microns. 
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The possibility of limiting the working area, allows to measure easily shaped tools, or with cutting edges  
close together without moving the presetter axes. 
The ROI can be used with every measurement mode, fixed reticule or auto-targeting, automatic 
geometrical functions and DXF file generator.

To  activate  the ROI,  right  click on the mouse in  the camera system area and then select “region of
interest”from the menu.
Once ROI is activated it is possible to move it using the mouse.

9.5 Tool Inspection

As  already  said,  the  209  camera  can  display  the  surface  of  the  cutting  edge  to  identify  possible
irregularities.
Obviously,  you can  also carry out “manual”  measurements of  the  displayed  parts  by using circular,
angular or fixed reticules.
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Instead, the functions concerning the automatic measurement and focusing indication are inhibited; 
indeed, they need an image with the highest possible contrast only of the tool profile (diascopic image). 

If you activate the inspection mode, the 209 vision system will commute the display by turning off the
diascopic light source and turning on the annular episcopic lighting. 

As  you can see in  the  screen on the side,  the measurement functions keep active,  while  a  panel is
displayed, which allows managing the tool vision at best.
You can manage the lighting intensity to obtain the correct level of contrast for the framed part. Indeed, 
the tools are often very reflecting as per their intrinsic nature, therefore it becomes necessary to 
proportion the quantity of light that is used by slightly rotating the position of the spindle in order to 
examine the surface. 
To carry out this adjustment, there is a potentiometer at your disposal in the control panel or you can
manually rotate the handle that is installed on the arms of the 209 vision system. 
If the background of the image is too light, you can use the black reflection-free display to cover the lens. 
Another option is that you can individually turn on and off the eight LEDs of the annular illuminator:
operate the relevant flags or rotate them in clockwise or counter clockwise direction until you find the
best lighting conditions to examine the surface of the tool, as shown in the two pictures below. 
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To make this operation even easier, the 209 camera allows modifying the complementary colour for the
black  in  the  displayed  image:  you can  select  among  seven  colours,  in  a  way  to  give  even  more
prominence to possible micro defects in the inspected cutting edge.
To modify the colour that is used in the inspection mode, press the relevant key and select the desired
colour. The following example shows that the green colour is active.

As for the inspection tool, too, after having adjusted the brilliance, you can use the full display view in 
order to better see the surface of the tool. 

In inspection mode you can use the measurement function on the screen by pressing  F10.

9.6 Photograph of the Tool

When the 209 vision system is operating, you can capture and save the image on the video. 

If you press the key, a window will be displayed in which you have to specify the name of the
image to be saved. 

By pressing this key, you access the folder: /home/elbo/Presetter/snapshot, which contains all
saved images.
The format of the saved photographs is .png (portable network graphic). 
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9.7 DXF Files

The camera vision system provides  the ability  to  import drawings  in  DXF format  for  their  display
overlapped to the shadow of the tool , as well as the possibility to extract the geometrical characteristics
framed in the camera for a reconstruction of the profile to be saved later as a DXF file.

9.7.1 Creation of a DXF File

Creating a DXF file allows you to reconstruct a tool profile by acquiring subsequently desired parts of it.
After pressing the button for creating a DXF file will be asked the name by which you want to save it.

Now, frame the point from which you want to start, and then select the type of line that you want to
obtain. 

● “Points” will acquire a set of points on the framed profile whose distance one to the other will be
established in the “Point step” window and expressed in pixels. 

● “Poly-line” will draw a continuous line on the framed profile. 
● “Object+points”,  besides  the profile  by points,  will  draw all  geometric  elements that  can be

detected in the framed picture. 
● “Object+poly-line”, besides the continuous line on the profile, will  draw all geometric elements

that can be detected in the framed picture. 
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By pressing the “enter” button will add to current DXF the line type selected surveyed on the
current profile.

After having acquired the first part of the profile, move and acquire the following parts until completing
the desired area. 
The acquired profile's parts are visualized in light blue.

After  having  completed  the  procedure,  press  the  save  key;  the  folder:
/home/elbo/Presetter/DXF will  include the file,  which is  ready to be processed by a CAD
system (in the following example you can examine the Sample.dxf file). 
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To acquire the geometric elements, you must enable the relevant function and it is advisable to
store the profile to be acquired in order to have a stable image to be processed.

The resulting DXF file  will  show all geometric  elements (straight lines and circumferences) that were
captured during the acquisition of the profile. 
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Figure 56: DXF objects export
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9.7.2 How to  Import a DXF File

The reverse process provides  for the importation of an existing DXF in order to compare the drawn
profile with a tool profile. 

The import filter is able to recognize the following objects:

● points
● lines
● poly-lines
● circumference's arcs
● circumferences

Any other object in the DXF file is ignored.

Since every DXF drawing has its own coordinate system, this is opened by the system using the machine
coordinate system in terms of origins and graphic scale .

Software will ask the name of the file to import, than will show the complete loading and will display it
on the screen.

9.8 DXF Navigator

Each operation on DXF file, creation or import, can be made easier  by “DXF navigator” a window that 
show the DXF status regard the presetter axis position.
Through this window it is possible to get informations about the absolute position of the DXF and its size.
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The white rectangle represent the area framed by the camera while the light blue one is the actual size of
the DXF,  any  movement  of  the  axis  will  be  displayed through  a  relative  displacement  of  the  two
rectangles.

DXF navigator is very useful in case of import of DXF file whose coordinate system is not consistent 
with the machine's.
After changing the DXF reference from “fixed” to “mobile” using the button “centre” you can move the
drawing so that it will  be centred on the camera framed area and , later on, it is possible to change its
position by modifying the axes offset values.
Another way to modify the axis offset is to use the mouse to drag the camera rectangle within the DXF.

By default the DXF drawing is anchored to the axes so any movement of the axes cause a movement of
the DXF profile.

Using the “lock” button shall have the opportunity to make the DXF profile fixed and then indifferent to
the axes movement. In this way it is possible to create a static graphic overlay to the cameras it is a fixed
reticule that can be centred at customer will.
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10 MACHINE ORIGINS

10.1 NC Machine  Origins

In  case  of  tool  measurement  operations,  there  are  no particular  problems  in  the  X  axis  radial
measurements, but a conventional reference point must be established for length (Z axis) measurements.
When a tool radius or diameter is measured, the zero point will always be located on the tool, though the
situation is quite different for length measurements. For this reason, the tool presetter must be reset on the
same point for the Z axis of this NC (absolute machine zero point, spindle nose, etc.).
The most simple method is to measure a master gauge or a reference tool directly on the NC machine. 
The dimension is then transferred to the tool presetter. The radius and length measurements set on the 
machine will then be shown on the screen . 

A more efficient system is to use the same origin given by the length marked on the reset gauge, for all of
the machines having the same spindle intersection.
The electronic equipment 706 gives freedom of choose which system to use in order to express the length
on Z axis, and includes in presetter functioning the self learning of the origins for each machine or group
of machines according to the system applied.

It is possible to specify for each machine either as radius or as diameter, the unit of measure and also the 
counting direction or the exchange of the single axes (settings which are particularly useful for measuring
lathe tools). All the settings stored for each machine become active simultaneously with the origin 
shifting, that is every time they are recalled, and thus avoiding any possible error. 

10.2 Introduction

The machine origin database will  store the information about all machine tools and the relevant numeric
controls.
It will  allow the KHYAN-TW presetter to detect the correct measurement of the tools and to create, by
means of Post-Processor, the file of the calibrators to be sent to the same machines.

Therefore, it is absolutely necessary to create an origin for each machine tool that the presetter will serve, 
by paying attention to enter the correct information asked for by the software. 
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If you press the key  to access the machine origin  database,  you will  open the screen that
displays the list of configured machines: during the first access, the list will be empty or there
will be a test machine that has been entered for testing the preset.       ckk0007

10.3 How to Enter/Modify a Machine Origin

�Machine origin entering procedure

To start the machine origin entering procedure, you must press the Enter Origin  key and
type in the required password (remember that the default password is  elbo, unless it  was
modified in the machine parameters – see paragraph 8.2.2).       ckk0008

The screen below will be displayed and it will  include some fields that are absolutely necessary for the
correct identification of the machine (in green-colored boxes) and others that sometimes can be empty (in
the orange-colored box).
They will be individually examined below in order to understand their meaning and the way to fill them 
in. 
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• In the  Name field,  enter  a  name that will  be used to unequivocally  identify  the machine origin;
indeed, two machine origins with the same name will not be accepted. The software will  look for a
jpeg image having the same name of the machine in the folder: /home/elbo/Presetter/pictures; if there
is  one, the machine photograph will  be displayed in the record. If the software does not find any
correspondence between the name and an image file, it will display the image of a milling machine or
a lathe, according to the definition of the type of machine in the type field. 

• In the  Holder  field,  by means of the drop-down menu that was  previously filled  in  the machine
configuration area (par. 8.2.2), select the type of spindle connection. 

• In the  Type field, again  by using the drop-down menu that was previously filled  in the machine
configuration area (par. 8.2.2), select the type of machine tool. 

• In the Max Tool No. field, enter the maximum number of tool calibrators accepted by the tool table of
the CNC; it will  be the maximum number of tools that can be entered into a Set being associated to
this origin. 

• If the machine is connected to a corporate network, press the Browse directories   key,
and then select the shared folder that will include the saved files, which were created by
means of Post-processor. This path will be displayed in the Network path field. 
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• If  you want to associate  a  Post processor  format  to the  machine origin,  press  the  Browse Post
processors key and look for the same numeric control that is equipped in the machine tool. 

If  it  is  not  present,  select  a  similar  one,  which  can  be already  compatible  with  the CNC being
considered  or, at worst, it  will  be used as a base to be modified with the GUPP (Post Processor
Universal Generator), as described in chapter 13. The name of the selected file will be displayed in the
Post processor field. 

• If the machine tool, and thus the presetter KHYAN-TW are equipped with a manual reading/writing
system for the recognition of Balluff magnetic chips, press the Browse Balluff Template key and
select the format in which tool data will be read and written in the chips. 

The name of the selected file will be displayed in the Balluff Template field. 

�Post Processor and Balluff functionalities are mutually exclusive.  

Define if the measurement of the X axis will have to be in radius or in diameter. 

Define if the pre-arranged unit of measurement for this origin is millimetres or inches. 

Assign the letter  that will  define  the vertical  and horizontal axes that are set when the
machine origin is activated. 
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Assign the counting direction set for the axes when the machine origin is activated (this
setting is useful for the measurement of special tools or lathe). 

The following description concerns the keys for this area and the relevant functions. 

They allow moving inside the database to pass from a machine origin to another
without going back to the previous menu. 

 
It goes back to the machine origin menu.  

It saves the configuration and activates the machine origin. 

It accesses the menu to print the machine origins and allows selecting the type of report that
you want to obtain, as well as the printing mode. 

The print reports are in the folder: /home/elbo/Presetter/Reports and can be modified by the final user by
using free software (NcReport) that can be downloaded from the web address: http://www.nocisoft.com/?
id=down.
The name of the report has not to be modified, otherwise the software cannot localise it anymore.

Elbo Controlli cannot be held responsible if this program is used in an improper way, thus making the 
report unusable. 

It accesses the page of the Post-Processor generator (GUPP). 
In this area the final user can display the preview of the file that will  be generated by post-

processing a tool set; it allows checking the compatibility with the specifications of the numeric control
and, if there is no compatibility, you can modify the structure of the data.
Indeed, the upper window (NC post-processor) shows the structure of the file that will be generated and it
can be edited by the user, while the lower window can display the resulting file.
It is advisable to make a copy of the post-processor, so the original files supplied with the program can
always be used. Ckk0010

It opens the procedure for the measurement of the machine origin that is described below and
provides  for  two  operating modes:  manual  acquisition  or  importing  from  the “Factory  X”

parameter. 
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The “Factory X” parameter is set during machine testing by using a certified zero setting
gauge;  if  you press the X and Z keys, the dimensions will  be set as a reference for the
machine origin.  Obviously,  while  the  reference for  the  X axis  is  the  spindle  axis,  the
dimension  concerning  the Z axis  may  vary  from  machine to machine;  therefore,  it  is
advisable to perform the manual acquisition. 

If  you want  to carry  out the measurement procedure, you must have a reference tool that  has been
measured in the machine; after that, press the X and Z keys to activate the relevant screens, which will
guide the user for the acquisition of the origins that are described below. 

�You can also use a mixed system with “Factory X” for one axis and manual measurement for the
other. 

Introduce the tool  into the spindle  holder  taper,  and then clamp it  (recommended!)  as  described in
paragraph 3.2.4; enter the dimensions relating to the radius and the height of the reference tool in the
specific boxes. After that, press the key concerning the axis to be measured.
In the display of the vision system that is installed in the machine, frame the tool as shown in the picture
below by taking it close to the centre of the display; after that, rotate it until achieving the best level of
image focusing, and then the point of maximum tangency.

The operation will be made easier by means of the light-blue focusing bars that are clearly visible for the 
two axes and by the blue-colored digital comparators, which will be displayed when the axis is almost in 
tangency with the fixed reticule. 
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According to the axis that has been selected, the screen will ask to go into collimation with the fixed 
reticule. 

The operation will  be facilitated by the blue digital comparator that appears when the axis  is  almost
tangent to the reticule and took the green pointer reference that indicates precisely the exact position of
contact with the reticule.
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When reaching the position of contact with the fixed grid (comparator to zero pointer 
green), will enable the validation button. Press to save the reference value on the X axis.
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The validation of the measure, will be highlighted by the automatic compilation of the field "Reference" .
Start now with the same procedure for the Z axis .
Fill in the box relative to the length of the reference master gauge .

Press the button for the measurement of the Z axis reference.
The following window will be displayed

Move the Z axis to bring the tool shape in the collimation with fixed reticule.
The operation will be facilitated by the blue digital comparator that appears when the axis is almost 
tangent to the reticule and took the green pointer reference that indicates precisely the exact position of 
contact with the reticule.
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When reaching the position of contact with the fixed grid (comparator to zero pointer 
green), will enable the validation button. Press to save the reference value on the Z axis.

The procedure is finished, the acquired values are now available and can be used as default values in 
creating the original machine .

If both origins have been acquired, the system will allow us to save them and go back to the
machine editing window. 

10.4 Machine Modification

The list  will  include all the machines that  have been entered; by pressing the edit key and type the
password, it is possible to enter the selected machine order to perform any modification or repeat the zero
setting procedure, if necessary.

10.5 Machine search

If there are many machines, you can make use of a search function that will  aid in finding the desired
machine by using the following parameters: name of the machine, type of the machine tool and/or type of
the spindle connection.
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Pressing the search button will open the below screen where we will enter our search parameters ; 

It is possible to partially  fill the various fields, in any case, the machines will  be filtered using a search
criterion that meets the values .
In the following window the search result is shown, every machine that begin with “maz” is displayed.
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10.6 How to Activate a Machine Origin

The activation operation can be carried out by pressing the relevant key in the machine list
page (the selected origin will be activated) or in the machine configuration page. 

10.7 How to Delete a Machine Origin

You can delete a machine origin that was previously entered, but you need to pay great attention, as it will
also imply the deletion of all tool sets that are associated with that specific machine. 

The erase operation can be performed by pressing the button on the machine's  list  (the
selected machine will be deleted), or directly from the machine configuration window.

First it will be asked to insert password (elbo is defalul password).

Then it will be asked to confirm the machine cancellation.
In case of a positive answer and if there isn't any Tool Set associated to it, this will be deleted.

In case of a positive answer and if there is any Tool Set associated to it, a new request will  be shown in
order to delete also the Tool Set connect to this machine. 
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11 TOOL SET

The Tool Set database includes the information about all tool sets that were created; each tool set will  be
associated with a machine origin (the one in which the tools are used) and will  include a quantity of tools
that can vary according to processing; however,  it can never exceed the number that is  defined in the
same machine origin.              ckk0003

 If you press the key to access the Tool Set page, you will have two possibilities: if you have
not selected any machine origin yet, you will  see the list with all filed Sets; if you have an
active  machine  origin  (in  the  example,  “makino”),  you  will  only  see the Sets  that  are
associated with the same origin. 

N.B. A Tool Set is compulsorily assigned to a machine origin; if no origin has been activated, the
introduction key will be deactivated. 

The first  pieces of information that  are  immediately  available  for  each set are: the number of  tools
forming it, an image (that may be the processing to be carried out), if it  was associated, and a note field
that may include a brief description about the set. 

11.1 How to Enter/Modify a Tool Set

�Tool set input procedure

To start a tool set entering procedure, press the key Enter Tool Set.                ckk0004
As you can see, the operating keys are similar to the ones that are used for machine origins
and, in this case too, at the first start of the machine the list will be empty.

Before entering a new Tool Set, it is absolutely necessary to make sure that you selected the correct 
machine origin. 
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The single field that is absolutely necessary to enter a tool is the Tool No. calibrator number, so you can
choose to enter all calibrators and then fill in the fields and measurement. 
The tool card can be divided into two parts, one relating to all the information relative to the tool (unique
for each tool) and the other relating to the data of the cutting edge. 

For each tool you can define 1 to “n” cutting edges, and you can print a report that displays minimum and
maximum values in X and Z, as well as the difference between the two values (delta).
As for the tool area, you can enter the following fields (all of them are optional): 

● Type defines the type of the tool by means of the drop-down menu that has been previously filled
in the machine configuration area. 

● Code is the code assigned to the tool and can correspond to the manufacturer’s or to the one that is
assigned by means of corporate codification; this field, as you will see, can be extremely useful to
perform the searches in the database. 

● Dxf theoretical and Dxf real are the names of the DXF files that, in case, are associated with the
tool.  (expected for future developments )

● Life  defines the residual life of the tool, if it is managed. 
● F is the parameter for the cutting speed of the tool. 
● S is the spindle rotation speed. 
● Picture is an image that can be associated with the tool, and it can be selected in the folder:  

/home/elbo/Presetter/pictures by pressing the X key.  .
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The picture selection window allow to display the available pictures as alphabetical list or as icons. The
selection of an picture from the list displays the preview with the possibility to resize it.
It is available a research field based on the file mane.
The supported picture formats are BMP, JPG, PNG.

Instead, the area concerning the cutting edges are provided with: 

● X and Z define the measurements of the cutting edge 
● X theoretical and Z theoretical where you can enter the theoretical measurement of the cutting

edge 
● Tolerance X+/X-/Z+/Z-  represent the values of tolerance 
● Notes shows the notes concerning the individual cutting edge 
● Orient  defines possible spindle orientations.
● Diameter shows the diameter of the measured cutting edge. 
● Corner radius  is the radius of the insert .
● Angle  1 and  Angle  2 allow  automatically  identifying and calculating  the inclination  of  two

straight  lines  that are  to be found on the framed profile  and display the coordinates  of  their
intersection point. 

and the  Delta angle field  that is  automatically calculated by the software and it  is  the angle  included
between the two above-mentioned straight lines. 

11.1.1 Tolerances
For each  cutting  edge it  is  possible  to  define  the theoretical  value  and both positive  and  negative
tolerances. The tolerance values must be expressed as positive numbers, the program will  verify that the
acquired value is in tolerance otherwise will notify a warning message. In any case the user can decide to
accept a value even if it is out of  tolerance.
The tolerance test is executed only if both the theoretical value and tolerances values are inserted.
In case of multi-cutters tolerance is defined for the first cutter and it is valid for the followings.
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11.2 Function Keys

The following function keys characterise this operating mode .

They allow moving within the database to pass from one tool to another. 

It shows the active tool number and the total of tools included in the Set. 

 

Search tool set
through this button you can activate a quick search window within the current tool table:

To move to a desired tool it  is enough to double click it  on the list,you can also sort the list  by tool
number, type, code.
Filtering the list it is possible by a partial criteria that means that if in the “Type” field you digit “T” only
the tools that have that field that starts with “T” would be shown, if you digit “Ti” only the tools that
starts with “Ti” would be shown .
When finished with the search the window needs to be closed in order to be able to move forward.

If you use the post-processor that is specified in the machine origin, it will generate a file to be
sent to the numeric control and including the entire Tool Set. 
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After this operation, the dimensions of the cutting edges for all tools included in the set will become and
keep red coloured until the cutting edge is measured again.
If you perform following post-processor operations, it allows including only the tools with varied 
dimensions into the file. 

It accesses the print menu of the tools to select the type of report you want to obtain, as well as
the print modes. 

If “preview” is selected, printing will be shown in a preview window:
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printing reports are in the folder /home/elbo/Presetter/Reports and can be modified using a free software
(NcReport) downloadable on the web address  http://www.nocisoft.com/?id=down.
Report name can't be modified, otherwise the software won't be able to localize it.
Elbo Controlli  is  not responsible  in  the  event of misuse of this program, which  could  make reports
unusable.

It allows entering a new tool into the Set. 

It allows deleting a tool, as well as all cutting edges that are associated with it. 

Instead, the area concerning the cutting edge includes the following function keys: 
After having performed the measurement of the cutting edge, these keys will save the relevant
dimensions. 

It enters a new cutting edge for the selected tool. 

It accesses the print menu concerning multi-cutting edge tools. 
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You can print the report of all cutting edges that form the tool by stressing minimum and maximum
measurements in X and Z, and a field that specifies the maximum delta between the two measurements,
or a label with the two higher values and the maximum delta between the cutting edges. 

Multi-cutter reports show two graphs representing the status of the cutters related to the set tolerances . A
green band indicate in-tolerance values, a red band indicate the values outside the tolerance.
If no tolerance values are set the graph will show all the cutting edges in yellow, showing the highest and
the lowest in blue.

By using these keys, you can scroll the cutting edges of a tool. 

It allows deleting a cutting edge. 

11.3 Magnetic Chip Data Writing

If a Balluff format is defined in the machine, the function menu will have the relevant icon instead of the
Post Processor icon.   

ckk0005

After having entered all data concerning the tool and performed the measurement, press the key to start
the procedure for data writing on the magnetic chip.
The following screen will be displayed and it will be different according to the selected configuration, 
which will display the fields and the relevant values that will be written on the chip. 
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If you press “Close”, you will  exit the procedure; if  you press “Write”  and approach the chip to the
reading/writing head, the data will be transferred to the magnetic chip. 

Bring the tool-holder close to the reading-head, the software will  check if the tool-holder you need to
write  corresponds with the data in the archive. If the tool-holder code does not correspond this warning
would be show:

user  can  decide whether to ignore  the warning and proceed with overwriting the data or cancel the
operation.

�The code used for Balluff testing is a internal code of the software used to uniquely identify the tool-
holders and does not correspond to any user field.
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11.4 How to Search/Copy/Export a Tool Set

As for the machine's origin, pressing the search button, will  open the tool search window through which
is possible search for a specific Tool Set by filling part of the Machine Name, Tool Set or Tool Code  in
this table.
Another feature on this page is the import / export of a tool set in "csv" format.

It is also possible to copy a Tool Set from one tooling machine to an other. 
After selecting a set it  is  possible  to access to the machine destination window clicking on the copy
button:
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The window shows the machines that have a spindle compatible with the machine associated with the set
that you want to copy.
The process of copying compensate the origins if they are different between the source machine and the
target machine.

� It  is possible  to  copy  Tool  Sets  within machines  that  have  different  spindles,  in this  case  the
measurement values won't be copied.

11.5 Import / export tool set in csv format

To exchange data with other applications, the software allows to import and export tool sets in "CSV"
format.
The comma-separated values (CSV abbreviated) is a file format based on a text file used for importing 
and exporting (Es from spreadsheet or database) of a tool set.
In this format, each row of the table (or database record) is normally represented by a line of text, which 
is divided into different fields (individual columns) separated by an appropriate separator character, each 
of which represent a value.
The list separator set by default is  ' ; '.
The CSV format does not specify a character encoding, nor the convention to indicate the end of the line, 
or the character used as a separator between the fields, nor conventions for representing dates or numbers 
(all values are treated as simple text strings) and even if the first line is just header or not. These details 
may have to be specified by the user every time its importing/ exporting data in CSV format in a program 
such as a spreadsheet.

To export the file, select the desired tool set between all those present in the archive, and then press the
export button, select the destination folder and choose the file name.
The extension CSV is automatically added.
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The exported file  can be processed by other  applications  such as  spreadsheets,  CAD, etc.  And then
imported back by pressing the tool set import button and selecting the proper folder into the disk storage.
The CSV table configuration is determined by two files into the folder elbo/presetter; the first is "csv-
export,cfg" and contains export options. (see below default configuration settings)

      [Settings]
      # defines  default extension for csv data fil e
(1)   DefaultExtension=.csv

      # defines delimitator between fields (ascii c ode), default is ; (ascii code 59)
(2)   #FieldSeparator=59

      # defines end of record, is expressed as a se quence of numerical ascii codes separated with ':',     
      default is 13:10 (ascii code cf+lf)
(3)   LineSeparator=13:10

      #first line containing data to be imported
(4)   #DataStartLine=1

      # default directory for CSV files
(5)   Dir=/home/elbo/

      # CSV record format
      #<table name>|<field name>|<field type>|<opti onal cutter number>|<optional multiplier>
      #<table name> (T_Tool, T_Cutter, skip)
      #<field name> (see 204.sqb structure or null i f field must be ignored)
      #<field type> (string, number)
      #<optional cutter number> (integer from 1 to n )
      #<optional multiplier> (float multiplier, impo rt value is multiplied by this factor i.e CSV 
      has diameter but radius must be imported)

(6)   [Data]
      Field0=T_Tool|T|number
      Field1=T_Tool|ToolType|string
      Field2=T_Tool|Code|string
      Field3=T_Tool|Life|string
      Field4=T_Cutter|Note|string
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The other file is “csv-import.cfg” and contains import options. (see below default configuration settings)

      [Settings]
      # defines  default extension for csv data fil e
(1)   #DefaultExtension=

      # defines delimitator between fields (ascii c ode), default is ; (ascii code 59)
(2)   #FieldSeparator=59

      # defines end of record, is expressed as a se quence of numerical ascii codes separated with ':',     
      default is 13:10 (ascii code cf+lf)
(3)   LineSeparator=13:10

      #first line containing data to be imported
(4)   #DataStartLine=1

      # default directory for CSV files
(5)   Dir=/home/elbo/

      # CSV record format
      #<table name>|<field name>|<field type>|<opti onal cutter number>|<optional multiplier>
      #<table name> (T_Tool, T_Cutter, skip)
      #<field name> (see 204.sqb structure or null i f field must be ignored)
      #<field type> (string, number)
      #<optional cutter number> (integer from 1 to n )
      #<optional multiplier> (float multiplier, impo rt value is multiplied by this factor i.e CSV 
      has diameter but radius must be imported)

(6)   [Data]
      Field0=T_Tool|T|number
      Field1=T_Tool|ToolType|string
      Field2=T_Tool|Code|string
      Field3=T_Tool|Life|string
      Field4=T_Cutter|Note|string|1

As shown is possible to define the file extension (1) , the character that separates the fields in ASCII 
format(2) , the end of line character (3) , if the first line contains data or header fields (4) , the default  
directory (5)  and the fields to be included in the table in order to adapt it to customer needs (6) .
If decided to make any changes, is suggested to keep copy of the original settings.

11.6 Data Reading from Magnetic Chip

If  a Balluff  format is defined in the machine, you can access the tool and read the data
directly from the magnetic chip.
You will be asked to approach the reading head to the magnetic chip; after that, data 

reading will begin, and then the table with the acquired data will be displayed. 
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If there is the tool inside a Set, you can access it by pressing “Open”; vice versa, a tool not found message
will be displayed. Press “OK”, so that the software will  allow saving the data acquired by pressing the
“Copy” key in order to copy the data when the tool will have been created. 

11.7 Delete a Tool Set

You can delete a tool set that was previously entered, but you have to pay great attention
because it will imply the deletion of all tools that are associated with that set.
The deletion operation must be carried out by pressing the relevant key in the Tool Set list 
page (the selected set will be deleted). 

You will be asked to confirm the deletion of the set if it includes tools; if the answer is yes, the Tool Set
and the relevant associated tools will be deleted. 
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12 HOW TO RECOVER AND BACKUP THE DATA

12.1 Foreword

A correct and periodical back-up operation allows, in case of accidental data loss or due to hardware 
failure, recovering all data that are stored in the presetter from the start-up.
The more frequently this operation is performed, the simpler and quicker the recovery of the complete 
operation of the Khyan preset, if it is necessary to install the system once again.
As for the backup, you can make use of an external storage support (ex. flash-drive) or, if the machine is 
connected to the corporate network, of a shared folder within the same network. 

12.1.1 Back-Up Operations

The following files must be saved, they start from the most important and essential one.
- The “ElboSettings” file to be found in the folder /home/elbo/Presetter includes all configuration 
machine parameters.
- The “204.sqb” file to be found in the folder: /home/elbo/Presetter, includes the file of all machine 
origins, the tool sets and the relevant stored tools.
- The folder: /home/elbo/Presetter/snapshot, as you saw in paragraph 9.5, could include all 
photographs of the tools obtained by capturing the screens from time to time.
– The folder: /home/elbo/Presetter/pictures, instead, may include the personal photographs 
connected to the machine tools, the sets or the tools.
– The folder: /home/elbo/Presetter/Reports may include list prints or customised labels.

12.1.2 Recovery Operations

To recover the files in case of need, it is enough to copy them into the original folders.

If it is necessary to restore the entire system are needed an external CD player that can be connected to 
the USB port and CD Software Recovery Disk that came with the machine.

Warning! This operation includes formatting the hard drive and the lost of all the data stored in it.
 

Turn off the PC and connect to the USB port the external CD player .
Turn on the PC, wait until the installation program is loaded than select

install – format hdd and install a brand new system
This operation must be executed within 30 seconds from the screen pop up, otherwise the “live CD” will 
start that will load the Linux operating system from the CD.
Wait the message “Installation Complete”, then click “Restart Now”.
At this point the installation CD will be automatically ejected (if this doesn't happen remove it manually 
when requested) and the system will ask to click the “Enter” key to re-booth the system.
If the backup is done correctly, restore then the files in the relative folders created in section 12.1.1, to 
bring the machine in optimal working conditions and recover your files .
A copy of the ElboSettings file with the factory configuration is kept at Elbo Controlli and may be 
requested, if necessary, by mail at service@elbocontrolli.it or by contacting the customer service number 
+39 0362 342745.
If the user lose  “software Recovery Disk” , is possible burn a new copy of the .iso file from this folder 
/home/remastersys/remastersys. 
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13 DYMO LABLES PRINTER INSTALLATION

ATTENTION, the printer is not able to print any label until the “DYMO LABELWRITER” software 
driver is not installed and configured. Please follow the procedure “Dymo labelwriter installation 

guide.pdf” present in the desktop folder  .

In case of printer replacements, the old printer driver needs to be deinstalled prior to connect the new 
Labelwriter: refer to “PRINTER REPLACEMENT” chapter.

ELBO CONTROLLI provide the PPD driver  for DYMO Labelwriter  400 series (for label code 99012
only).

a) Starting from powered presetter and disconnected printer, close the measuring software pressing (ALT+F4),

b) enable the USB port, double click on the icon ,

 

c) type the password: “presetter”, press OK

d) press OK to close window, connect the printer (USB port).

If the  message appears, wait for the end of Searching phase, 
then jump to step “h)”
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e) If the message “Missing printer driver", doesn’t appears, click on “System” tab, then select 
“Administration” and “Printing”,

 

f) double click onto the “Label Writer 400” printer icon or right click and select “Properties”,

g) locate the “Make and Model” field and press “Change” in order to replace the printer driver.
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h) Select the option "Provide PPD file", 

i) Click to locate the PPD file location

 
j) Browse to the path: "elbo/presetter/Dymo driver/", Select the “dymo.ppd” file and press “Open”.
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k) Press “Forward”,

l) Press “Apply”,

m) Press “No” to avoid printing test page,
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n) double click onto the “Label Writer 400” printer icon or right click and select “Properties”,

o) Press the "Job Options" tab

 

p) Select the "Landscape (90 degrees)" paper orientation. Press “OK” to finish driver configuration. 

Now the printer has been enabled to properly work from the presetter software.

Close the Printing windows and double click onto the “Elbo presetter” icon, then try to print a test label.
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14 PRINTER REPLACEMENT

Close the measuring software pressing (ALT+F4), disconnect the printer, click on “System” tab, then 
select “Administration” and “Printing”,

 
Select the printer icon to be removed by clicking on it, then press “Del” on the keyboard,

Confirm pressing “Delete” button. If any other Dymo Labelwriter printer is present, repeat to delete all 
the installed printer:

Close the printer window pressing . Now will be possible to install the new printer driver following 
the installation guide.
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15 LABEL QUICK PRINT

The label quick print command allows printing a label with the data of a tool even if it
does not belong to a specific  set; you have just to manually enter the data, if they are
known, or measure the tool by using the 209 vision system 
ckk0013

Indeed, if you press this key, the following screen will be displayed 

As already said, the fields (the ones that are considered to be necessary) can be manually entered or, if
you switch  to the camera mode, they can be calculated  by using the functions that  were previously
described in paragraph 9.
If you press the print button, the usual dialog box will be displayed and it will allow specifying the 
printing type you want to obtain 

The following example shows a label in which all current fields have been entered  
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16 GUPP – POST PROCESSOR UNIVERSAL GENERATOR

16.1 Foreword

GUPP  (Post-processor Universal Generator)  is a language that allows creating the post-processors for
sending the correction data to the CNC.     ckk0009
Its programming is extremely simple and intuitive.
The KHYAN-TW presetter is supplied with most of the known post-processors, but sometimes you need 
to adapt the standard format to the specific numeric control, due to particular settings of machine 
parameters of the CNC. 
In addition, you can use the GUPP to create post-processor formats for new numeric controls.

To access the GUPP configuration, press the key to access the GUPP in the machine 
configuration screen 

It saves the file by overwriting the existing file. 

It updates the preview if you modified the structure of the file. 

It saves the file and allows assigning a different name (to be used to create a copy of the original
file). 

It exits the post-processor screen. 
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In the post-processor format modification area, you can edit a post-processor format or create a new one;
the name that is displayed in the “selected post-processor” box is used for saving operations. 
�Post-processor format files are recorded in the home/elbo/Presetter/Postpro directory. 

16.2 How to Create or Modify the Post-Processor Format

The post processor format defines the structure of the file that was created by using the post-processor
option. Possible  modifications  or  creations  of  new formats can  be carried  out within  the GUPP by
referring  to  the  documents  by  the CNC manufacturer  that  deal  with  the tool  table  format  or  the
instructions to load the ISO program for the tools.
If you press the key, you can see the file preview (NULL characters are not displayed). 

16.3 Specifications for Universal Post-Processor

The post-processor format has the following structure: 

o post-pro parameter definition             Definitions 
o tool table heading                                Head 
o tool table line format                            Body 
o tool table tail                                        Tail 

16.3.1 Definitions
In  the definitions section, you can modify the  pre-arranged parameters (default)  that  are  used in the
format, for example you can set a value other than 10 (default value) as clamp numbering step.
The definitions section must be at the beginning of the template file and has the following structure: 

<SD> this line cannot be modified 
….definitions 
<ED> this line cannot be modified 

The specified definitions modify the default value that would be otherwise considered as valid, the value
must be specified after the character = (ex. EB=10:13:13, SN=5). 
�The definitions section is optional, that is, if it is not necessary to modify the default values, the section

can be completely omitted. 
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Cod. Description Type Default Example

EB Clamp end code, specified as a list of ASCII
codes. The clamp end signal is introduced at
the end of each tool line.  The ASCII  codes
must be separated with the symbol:. 

ASCII list 13,10
(CR+LF)

EB=10:13:13

SN Clamp numbering start number (@N) Integer >0 1 SN=5

PN Clamp numbering step (@N) Integer >0 1 PN=1

DE Decimal separator N.B. «:» cannot be defined
as a decimal separator 

Character . (dot) DE=,

AL If  it  is  true,  a  file  will  be  created  with  all
possible  calibrators  (defined  in  machine
configuration) rather  than only the ones that
are  defined  in  the  table.  If  AL is  true,  the
value of the ZE flag will be ignored. 

0 (false)
1 (true)

0 (false) AL=1

SE Flag for specifying + in positive numbers 0 (false)
1 (true)

0 (false) SE=1

ZE Flag for generating the tool table line also for
tools with L=0 and R=0; if it  is false, no line
will be generated 

0 (false)
1 (true)

0 (false) ZE=1

IM Flag for generating the calibrator file by using
all measurements in the table and not only the
ones  that  have been  recently  measured.  By
default, Toolingup generates the calibrator file
by  using  only  the  measurements  that  are
highlighted  in  blue;  if  this  flag  is  true,  all
measurements in the table will be used. 

0 (false)
1 (true)

0 (false) IM=1

FN X and Z default numeric format, that is,  the
format that is used to express radius, length
and  insert  radius  when  there  is  no  format
specification. 

Format  (see
number
formatting) 

###0.000 FN=000.000

NA File name. This parameter is used as file name
for tool correction (registration name on HD).
The name specified by the user during post-
processing will be ignored. 

File name   NA=pippo.txt

�The clamp end code will be automatically introduced after every line, except for the last head line and
tail lines. 

16.3.2 Head, Tail
The heading and the tail of the tool table are set by defining the characters that form the heading and the
tail of the table. In the post-processor format, you can write a text, which will be copied as it is into the
post-processed file, or you can use special characters that represent functions or variables. 
After the <ED> clamp (if present), there may be an arbitrary quantity of the following codes and in any 
order: 
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 Code Description Type

@$(n) ASCII code for the character that you want to enter; it is used to specify
the ASCII characters under 32 and above 127 

integer

@&(m:n) Equivalent to the STRING basic instruction, that is, the n ASCII code
character will be repeated m times 

 

@E(nome) It  enters  the name file  (the  file  must  be present  in  the  directory:
c:\Toolingup\postpro) 

string

// Remarks,  any  item  that  is  on the right  of  these  characters  will  be
ignored  

If  you  enter  @&(10:65)  in  the  post-processor  format,  the  following  result  will  be  obtained:
AAAAAAAAAA. 
�  The NULL characters (0 ASCII code) are not displayed in the preview.

16.3.3 Number Formatting
Strings  and  numbers  are  formatted  by  using the “^”  command;  the  formatting  instruction  has  the
following syntax:  
^( variable or constant to be justified, justification format )
 
The following characters can be set for justification format numbers: 

# digit placeholder; if the digit does not exist, nothing will be entered 
* digit placeholder; if the digit does not exist, a space will be fixed 
0 digit placeholder; if the digit does not exist, a zero will be fixed 
. placeholder of the decimal separator (bound to the DE parameter) 
+ placeholder for the algebraic sign. This setting must be used together with the * placeholder, so

the sign will  always be in the specified position and the numeric value will  take up a constant
number of characters. The + sign must be the first sign of the format. 

/ inhibitor of the plus sign. If the SE parameter is true, sometimes (ex. the tool correction number) it
will be incorrect to specify the number with the plus sign; to inhibit the addition of the plus sign,
you must specify / in the format, so the sign will be omitted. The / sign must be the first sign of the
format. 

Formatting examples 
@L Instruction Result
123.45 ^(@L:0000.000) 0123.450

23.789 ^(@L:+****.000) +  23.789

-23.789 ^(@L:####.000) -23.789

-123.45 ^(@L:0000.###) -0123.45

123.45 ^(@L:+0000.###) +0123.45

123.458 ^(@L:###0.00) 123.46

� If the value to be formatted has a number of decimal digits that is higher than the number that is set in
the format, the value will be rounded off to the fixed number of decimals. .
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16.3.4 Dependence on the 'SE’ Parameters
The SE parameter establishes that it is necessary to specify the + sign for positive numbers; if the SE
parameter equals 1 (true), the sign must be considered in the same way as a digit, that is, it takes up a
position in the format as a digit does. If the format is formed by 0s only and the SE parameter equals 1
(true), the sign will be positioned on the left of the first zero in the format. 

Examples

@R= 10.12
Format ***0.000

  @R= -10.12
Format ***0.000

 

 R@R   R@R

SE=0 R  10.120  SE=0 R -10.120

SE=1 R +10.120  SE=1 R -10.120

Format +***0.000   Format +***0.000  

SE=0 R   10.120  SE=0 R-  10.120

SE=1 R+  10.120  SE=1 R-  10.120

16.3.5 Body
The line that repeats in the tool table must be included between <SOR> and <EOR>; in it, you can use the
same instructions of the heading and the tail, as well as add some variables. By using the variables, you
can enter the value of radius, length, etc. 

List of available variables 

Code Description
@T Tool correction number 

@R Tool radius 
@X Theoretical tool radius  
@L Tool length 
@Z Theoretical tool length  
@I Insert radius 
@O Insert orientation 
@N Clamp number 
@C(n) Tool code (n is the maximum number of characters) 
@B(n) Tabulation to the n column 
@D(n) Tool description (n is the maximum number of characters) 
@U(n) Notes (n is the maximum number of characters) 

� If you need to enter the @ character in the post-processed file, it will have to be specified by using the
relevant ASCII correspondent @$(64). 
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16.3.6 Rational Operators ( + - * / )
The rational operators can be used together with all numeric variables (T, R, L, I, O, N) in the following
way: 

<var>(<op><nn>)
 
<var>= T,R,L,I,O,N
<op>=+-*/
<nn>=nsingle accuracy number or other variable 
If  @T equals  10,  the  programming of @T(+5) will  obtain  the 15 value,  while  the programming of
@T(*2) will obtain 20.
The programming of @L(+@I) will obtain the value of the length added to the one of the insert radius. 

� If you use decimal values as nn, the dot (.) will have to be compulsorily used as separator. 

16.3.7 Example
Suppose you have a tool table including the following values: 

Tool calibration no. Type Radius Lenght
1 center drill 0 87.325

2 Cutter D. 20 19.987 102.655

You want to create the post-processor format to send the data to an Okuma CNC. After having read the
manufacturer’s manual, you identify the instructions to load the tool table (VTOFH and VTOFD) and
know that the file to be sent to the CNC must be called TOOLS.MIN. Now, you know everything you
need in order to create the desired post-processor format, that is, you know that the heading will have to
include the name of the file  (the manufacturer’s specifications mention $TOOLS.MIN%) and the tool
calibrators must be loaded by means of VTOFH and VTOFD with the correct syntax. The file must end
with M2 and the transmission is closed with %.
The post-processor format will be the following type: 

 Post-processor format Result
$TOOLS.MIN%
 
<S>
N@N (@D(20))
N@N VTOFH[@T]=@L
N@N VTOFD[@T]=@R
N@N ()
<E>
N@N M2
%

$TOOLS.MIN%
N10 (PUNTA DA CENTRO)
N20 VTOFH[1]=0
N30 VTOFD[1]=87.325
N40 ()
N50 (FRESA A INSERTI D. 20)
N60 VTOFH[2]=-19.987
N70 VTOFD[2]=102.655
N80 ()
N90 M2
%
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17  NETWORK CONFIGURATION

17.1 Foreword

The Elbo Controlli tool presetter is equipped with two wired (by cable) network cards and one wireless 
network card, to be easily integrated into any existing infrastructure LAN.
The connection of the preset to the corporate network must be made by qualified personnel and under the 
supervision of the network administrator, who will be in charge of configure and provide the login 
credentials to Elbo tool presetter in order to allow the use of shared resources.
This chapter provides guidance for the configuration of network resources in respect of the operating 
system Ubuntu Linux 10.04,  used by the presetter. This information is intended for the administrator of 
the corporate network, you might not have experience of the Linux operating system, but absolutely must 
know the configuration parameters for connecting a PC to his network. 

17.2 Wired LAN connection

The tool presetter PC is equipped with a wireless network
adapter and two adapters Cable 1000 / baseT (Gigabit)
Ethernet: "Auto eth0" and "Auto eth1".
To connect the wired network, simply plug-in the RJ45
LAN connector into the socket located on the back of the
machine at the base of the screen support (Auto eth1). 
If you need to use the second wired network adapter, you
will need to remove the back panel of the machine to
directly access connections on 204N PC.
 
The default setting for all network adapters is DHCP, so the
IP address, DNS and gateway will be assigned
automatically to the preset from the server on the corporate
network. 
To verify a successful connection of the machine, exit the
measuring software by pressing the keys "Alt" and "F4", so
you can see the Ubuntu desktop, then plug-in the network
cable. In the meanwhile on the top bar of the screen, the

network connection icon , will have to change its

status, becoming  and showing for a few seconds the message: 

Press the right mouse button on the icon of the network configuration  then select the "Connections 
Information ..." entry:
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Check the “Auto eth1” settings displayed in the information window:

If communication with the network DHCP server was successful, the communication parameters are 
automatically collected, otherwise (no DHCP) must be specified manually with the following procedure: 
 
�Manually assign a fixed IP address procedure

Press the righ mouse button on the network icone   , select the  “Edit Connections…” entry

The window of wired network connections will be showed, it will contain the two adapter entries: “Auto 
eth0” and “Auto eth1” 

Select “Auto eth1” and press “Edit…” to access the settings.
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Select the “Ipv4 Setting” tab and choose “Manual” in the listed Methods, then click on the “Add” button 
to enter the valid settings.
Enter the IP Address, Netmask, Gateway and DNS servers required by your network then click 
“Apply…” button.

Type in the Linux administrator password (“presetter”) and click “Authenticate”.

Now the network adapter has been configured, close all windows and restart the 204N PC in order to test 
the automatic connection to the LAN.

✔ The IP settings showed are for example use only, your network may need different values to allow
data exchanging with the tool presetter. Ask your network administrator to enter the right values!

 

17.3 Wireless LAN connection

Wireless LAN connection is also possible.

From Ubuntu desktop, click on the network icon , to show the status of wired and wireless LAN 
adapters:
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Under the indication of the wireless network status, the list of available wireless LAN will be shown, 
click on the preferred one and, if protected, type the password:

then click “Connect” button.

Type-in  the operative system password: “presetter”, in order to add the wireless LAN password into the 
system keyring, click OK. 

Now wireless LAN is connected and its credentials saved, if automatic connection is required we need to 

set this wireless network available to all users: click again on the network status icon , select “VPN 
Connections” → “Configure VPN”.
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Select the “Wireless” tab, 

Then select the active wireless network and click “Edit”

Check the “Available to all users” box and click “Apply...”.

If requested, authenticate to save this connection for all users, using system password: “presetter”:
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Close all windows and restart the machine to check the automatic connection to wireless network.

17.4 Share local files and access remote network folders

Once network interface has been correctly configured, you are ready to share presetter data over the 
network.
By  default  the  presetter  automatically  shares  the folder  /home/presetter/Shared,  this  means that  any
computer connected to the network can access that folder.
The guest users of this folder receive all rigths granted, this means they can read, write, create, modify
and delete files and directory.
This shared folder is the default location for the exported tool offset file generated by the presetter, so
anyone with network access can get the files and send them to the CNC of the machine tools involved.  
If this basic network configuration is not enough to meet your business needs, your network administrator
has to decide how to exchange data (files), between the presetter and the rest of the workshop, add a new
network user (Elbo presetter) profile, assigning the required privileges to files and folders . 
The ELBO CONTROLLI presetter runs UBUNTU 10.04, a linux based operating system, which already
has  all  the software  needed  to  be connected over  a  Microsoft  network,  you don't need  to  add any
additional software.

What will you find in this document:
• how to share presetter folder over a Microsoft network
• how to configure the presetter to access shared folder in a Microsoft network;

What will you not find in this document:
• how to configure Microsoft network;
• how to configure Microsoft users and passwords;

All the sentences written with the following typographic convention:

this words must be written into a file

must be written “as is” into the specified file.

All the instruction shown with the typographic convention:

type an instruction here

must be typed in a terminal (console) session.
A terminal session can be opened by selecting from main menu Applications->Accessories->Terminal.
Each terminal instruction that starts with the word “sudo” needs the system password that is “presetter”.

✔ To implement the operations described below, a good ability to execute IT procedures is required 
and specific knowledge of data networks configuration. 

✔ CAUTION: the operations described below, if poorly executed, may cause a malfunction and even 
crash the operating system, such as to lead the new installation of all the software through the use 
of the Recovery DVD supplied with the machine. 
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17.5 Share presetter folder over Microsoft network

It's possible to share other folders than the default /home/presetter/Shared by simply editing the Samba 
service configuration file.

Assumed that:
• Network connections have been configured properly.
• On the presetter exists a folder /home/elbo/NewSharedFolder that must be shared.

Open a Terminal session ( Applications->Accessories->Terminal) and type:

sudo gedit /etc/samba/smb.conf

Scroll the file to the end and type: 
[MyNewShare]
comment = New Shared Folder

path = /home/elbo/NewSharedFolder

guest ok = yes
read only = no
share modes = no

Save the file and close the editor.
Now you have to restart the Samba service by typing:

sudo /etc/init.d/samba restart

Wait for the end of the restart process and close the terminal window.
Now the local folder /home/elbo/NewSharedFolder is shared over the network and other PCs can 
read/write files.

17.5.1 Access unprotected Microsoft network folders

Ubuntu has the concept of “mounting point” that is a local folder that points to an external resource, in 
case of network shared folder the Ubuntu mounting point is a folder on the presetter that logically points 
to a folder in another machine running Microsoft operating system.

Assumed that:
• Network connections have been configured properly.
• The Windows computer name is servername, this can be either an IP address or an assigned name.
• The name of the share is sharename.
• Sharename on Windows machine is a shared folder.
• You want to mount the share in a folder mountname.

First, let's create the mount folder. You will need a separate folder for each mount.
Open a terminal (Applications->Accessories->terminal) and type:

sudo mkdir /media/mountname

then edit your /etc/fstab file:

sudo gedit /etc/fstab

At the end of file add this line (write on a single line):

//servername/sharename /media/mountname cifs
guest,UID=1000,iocharset=utf8,codepage=unicode,unicode 0 0
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Where
guest indicates you don't need a password to access the share,

• UID=1000 makes the Linux-user with specified uid or username owner of the mounted share, 
thereby allowing that user to rename files,

• the combination iocharset=utf8,codepage=unicode,unicode allows access to files with 
names in non-English languages. This doesn't work with shares of devices like the Buffalo Tera 
Station, or Windows machines that export their shares using ISO8895-15. With these the 
codepage argument has to be codepage=cp850, otherwise characters like the German 
'Umlaute' are displayed as garbage.

After you added the entry to /etc/fstab type:

sudo mount -a

This will (re)mount all entries in /etc/fstab, an icon on the desktop will show the mounted folder.
If there are permission problems when mounting the network share, specify dir/file mode in fstab.:

//servername/sharename /media/mountname cifs
guest,uid=1000,iocharset=utf8,codepage=unicode,unicode,user,file_mode=0777,dir_mode=
0777,UID=1000 0 0

17.6 Access password protected Microsoft network folders

Assumed that:
• Network connections have been configured properly.
• The Windows computer name is servername, this can be either an IP address or an assigned name.
• The name of the share is sharename.
• Sharename on Windows machine is a shared folder.
• You want to mount the share in a folder mountname.
• Share username on Windows computer is myusername.
• Share password on Windows computer is mypassword.

First, let's create the mount folder. You will need a separate folder for each mount.
Open a terminal (Applications->Accessories->terminal) and type:

sudo mkdir /media/mountname

Then edit your /etc/fstab file:

sudo gedit /etc/fstab

At the end of file add this line (write on a single line):
 
//servername/sharename /media/mountname cifs
username=myusername,password=mypassword,iocharset=utf8,codepage=unicode,unicode,UID=
1000 0 0

After you added the entry to /etc/fstab type:

sudo mount -a

This will (re)mount all entries in /etc/fstab, an icon on the desktop will show the mounted folder.
If there are permission problems when mounting the network share, specify dir/file mode in fstab:

//servername/sharename /media/mountname cifs
username=myusername,password=mypassword,iocharset=utf8,codepage=unicode,unicode,user
,file_mode=0777,dir_mode=0777,UID=1000 0 0
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17.6.1 Access Windows active directory shared folder 

To access a Windows active directory shared folder it's mandatory to have an active name resolver (DNS)
set in the network configuration.
The  resolver  settings  are  stored  in  the  file  /etc/resolv.conf,  open  a  Terminal  session
(Application→Accessory→terminal) then edit the file specifying the domain name of Windows machines
and the IP address of the DNS server. It should look like this:

sudo gedit /etc/resolv.cfg

domain yourDomainName
search yourDomainName
nameserver yourDnsIP

To  check if  the DNS is  working  properly,  try to ping a  different machine in  the network using its
hostname:

ping otherMachine

If the IP address of “otherMachine” have been interpreted and the machine connected, it will  show the
responding time:

PING otherMachine (192.168.1.123) 56(84) bytes of data.

64 bytes from 192.168.1.123: icmp_seq=1 ttl=128 time=1.26 ms

Once the resolver has been checked you need a valid user credentials to access the windows share, this
credentials can be saved (i.e.) in the file /etc/cifspw that must be in the form:

sudo gedit /etc/cifspw

username=<yourDomain>/<winUsername> 
password=<password>

It's a good security policy to hide password file, this can be obtained by typing in s terminal session:

sudo chmod 0600 /etc/cifspw

To mount the windows share edit file /etc/fstab and add following line:

sudo gedit /etc/fstab

//domainname/sharename /media/mountname cifs
 nouser,rw,nofail,noatime,noexec,credentials=/etc/cifspw,UID=1000 0 0

After you added the entry to /etc/fstab type:

sudo mount -a

This will (re)mount all entries in /etc/fstab, an icon on the desktop will show the mounted folder.
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17.7 Network Troubleshooting

17.7.1 Mount share stops working after system reboot 

On some networks there could be the possibility that the share mounting operation buring boot process 
are inhibited by the customer network.
If the mount operation works fine when the mount is made manually but fails after the machine reboot,
edit file /etc/rc.local and add following lines before the line 'exit 0':

sudo gedit /etc/rc.local

sleep 10
mount -a

17.7.2 Slow machine shutdown

On some systems you can notice really slow shutdowns, that's probably because the network manager 
shutsdown before unmounting the network shares. That will cause CIFS to hang, waiting about 60 
seconds.
Here's what you do to fix it.
Open a terminal (Applications->Accessories->terminal) and type:

sudo ln -s /etc/init.d/umountnfs.sh /etc/rc0.d/K14umountnfs.sh

sudo ln -s /etc/init.d/umountnfs.sh /etc/rc6.d/K14umountnfs.sh

17.7.3 Unprotected network folder won't automount

If an unprotected network folder wouldn't automount during boot, but after manually entering "sudo 
mount-a" was mounted correctly. Replace the "guest" option by "username=guest,password=" to solve 
the problem.
Edit /etc/fstab as explained in “Access unprotected Microsoft network folders” and update your mounting
line with the following: 

//servername/sharename /media/mountname cifs
username=guest,password=,UID=1000,iocharset=utf8,codepage=unicode,unicode 0 0

17.7.4 Unable to edit files in /home/elbo/Shared

Edit /etc/samba/smb.conf to grant guest privileges to elbo user.
Open a terminal (Applications->Accessories->terminal) and type:

sudo gedit /etc/samba/smb.conf

Scroll the file until “Authentication” section has been reached, then modify the two lines “security =” and
“guest account =” how showed by highlighted items:

####### Authentication #######
# "security = user" is always a good idea. This will require a Unix account
# in this server for every user accessing the server. See
# /usr/share/doc/samba-doc/htmldocs/Samba3-HOWTO/ServerType.html
# in the samba-doc package for details.
security = user
# You may wish to use password encryption. See the section on
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# 'encrypt passwords' in the smb.conf(5) manpage before enabling.
encrypt passwords = true
# If you are using encrypted passwords, Samba will need to know what
# password database type you are using.
passdb backend = tdbsam
obey pam restrictions = yes
guest account = elbo

Save and close the text editor.
Restart Samba service typing:

sudo /etc/init.d/samba restart
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18 MAINTENANCE

18.1 Routine Maintenance

The presetter does not need any specific maintenance, however we suggest the following maintenance. 

18.1.1 Spindles, Adapters, Resetting Gauges Lubrification
To maintain perfect efficiency and to grant long term precision it is wise to clean and lubricate these basic
presetter parts at every substitution and before replacing them in a proper place.
Concerning the spindle, which is often alone and is always positioned on the presetter, it is necessary to
clean only the rectified visible parts; at least at the end of the working shift, in order to preserve them
from oxidation.

For every lubricating operation we suggest you use special antioxidization product, such as the Chesterton
775 or something similar. 

18.1.2 How to Clean the 209 Vision System
Similarly  to the  panel,  also  clean  the 209 camera with  a  clean cloth, soaked in  suitable  degreasing
products  (do not  use solvents  and abrasive  products).  As  for  the  optical  systems,  the  lens  and  the
illuminator, use an antistatic cloth; in case, moisten the surface with a spray or detergent liquids specific
for optical lenses. 

18.1.3 Compressed Air Filter Cleaning
Check periodically the pneumatic system filter placed on the back of the presetter and corresponding to
the  compressed air  connection tube (see Par. 6.5.2)  and, when required, operate the valve in  order to
blow off any condensation, which could be  formed in the transparent cap. When it is necessary to clean
the filter,  disconnect the pneumatic  feed and unscrew the transparent cap; then, by using gasoline or
another kind of solvent,  disassemble and clean the filtering piece. Dry  it by compressed air blowing, 
before reallocating it in its seat. 
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19 TROUBLE SHOOTING

19.1 Foreword

This  chapter is  dedicated to solving the most common problems that arise  during the use of the tool
presetter. Each problem is associated with a series of checks to be carried out and corrective actions. The
list  obviously cannot contain all possible problems and their  solutions; if necessary, consult your local
distributor. 

19.2 Problems, Causes and Solutions

19.2.1 Problem: presetter does not switch on.
CAUSE:          general power supply failure. 
SOLUTION:   check the connection with the external power supply circuit;
check any external switches and/or fuses and, if damaged, replace them 
CAUSE:          Tool presetter power supply failure. 
SOLUTION:   Check that  the ON/OFF switch to be found on the rear of the machine is  in the ON

position;
Check that the PC start button has been pressed, and thus lighted (blue colour). 

19.2.2 Problem: the axis do not release.
CAUSE:          Axis clamp buttons via software entered. 
SOLUTION:   release key of the relevant axis 
CAUSE:          Lack of pneumatic feeding or too low air pressure. 
SOLUTION:   Supply the presetter with compressed air 5−6 BAR. 
CAUSE:          Solenoid or electronic valve damaged. 
SOLUTION:  Contact technical service assistance for the component replacement. 

19.2.3 Problem: upwards traverse difficulties of Z axis.
CAUSE:          Route balance weight spring. 
SOLUTION:   Remove the rear protection case of the column, verify the balance weight spiral spring is

broken and contact technical assistance service for the component replacement.  

19.2.4 Problem: the index does not work. (optional  VDI tool-holder only)
CAUSE:          Lack of pneumatic feeding or too low a pressure. 
SOLUTION:   Supply the presetter with compressed air 5−6 BAR. 
CAUSE:          Solenoid or electronic valve damaged. 
SOLUTION:   Verify  the  functioning of the pilot  lamp  of  the  tool  lock/unlock  button, and contact

technical service assistance for the component replacement. 

19.2.5 Problem: axes calculation is incorrect but produces repeated measurement .
CAUSE:          The linear compensation machine parameter is wrong
SOLUTION:  Contact technical service assistance 

19.2.6 Problem: calculation is incorrect and the measurement are not repetitive.
CAUSE:          Due to an impact, the 209 fixed reticle is no more parallel to the axis of the machine. 
SOLUTION:   see next problem 
CAUSE:          Detection system or electronic equipment 706 damaged 
SOLUTION:   see next problem 

19.2.7 Problem: axes counting does not take place.
CAUSE:          Damaged axes management board or detection system. 
SOLUTION:   If the defect affects both the axis, the trouble is likely to concern the electronic equipment ;

otherwise, the failure is due to the measurement system or to the cables. Contact technical
service assistance for the component replacement. 
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19.2.8 Problem: the auto-targeting gives different measurement on different points of the screen.
CAUSE:          Uncorrect  calibration. 
SOLUTION:   check the calibration parameter and contact technical service assistance.  
CAUSE:          209 fixed reticle is not parallel to the axis of the preset. 
SOLUTION:   see the following point. 

19.2.9 Problem: 209 fixed grid is not parallel to presetter axes and/or the image's focus is not at the point
of maximum tangency of tool.
CAUSE:          Possibly the 209 was jarred, thus moving the 209 out of position. 
SOLUTION:   Verify the mechanical integrity of the support and the fixing of all the optical components,

then contact technical service assistance. 
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21 PNEUMATIC DIAGRAM
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